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Teaching career continued・
エnterview with
Joseph Ro|and Albert
Todayls date is April |4, |981.
Q. Wou|d you give me yo~ur fu|| name?
A●　My name is Joseph Roland Alber七・
Q. Where were you born?
A・ :。器#h謹書葦ni謹豊h藍f認諾S葦i競i悪書。d
in the winter of七he year before●　肌e wife had accompianed him
守ha七Win七er to the Al|agash●　工was bom on a li七七1e farm in
Guere七te.　工was only七WO Weeks o|d when we moved from therel`
came七o.1ive in S七OCkholm.　Dad had bough七　a farm in 129, jus七
before七he depression hi七●　He had the money七O Pay for itl |e耽
it in七he bankタ　七he banks cIosed of coursel SO he los七all:the
money● he ended up paying for i七piecemeal・工七took him manyl
many years　七o pay for i七.
Q. I11|　be七he regretted no七　Paying for i七.
A●　WellI he had七he moneyl bu七he didn一七know七he banks were going
七o cIose, SO it七ook a |ong七ime before he paid for i七. He Pought
i七　for $6000.　We lived七here for mos七　of our life・　He re七ired
in 196う, mOVe’d七o Sinclair and died in 1967.
Q. You say it cos七him $6000, do you know what his average wage was
for'　a Week?
A.工　think七hey worked for a dollar a day.
Q・皿a七Wa雪a lo七of money・
A.工も　Sure WaS.　When he was∴Six七een years o|d’ he lef七　七he farm七o
go work in the woodsI Of cour‘Se.i七WaS Only in七he win七er七ype of
盤藍。。昔… #w霊‡.in葦1霊|七詰葦a器諾塁V詰。葦ed
come back down in the spring, WOrk on七he farm in the spring for
his dad.　工七　took him a long七ime　七o save tha七　money because he
felt responsible for his familyl his folks and the chi|dren・ There
WaS qui七e a few young ones●　His dad'　mOre Or less'　eXPeCted qui七e
a lo七of him. One year he bought a七eam of horses and he paid for
i七ou七of his own pocke七●　He never used七ha七moneyl he was tha七
七ype of individual●　He s七ar七ed in七he woods at six七eenl.gOt married
When he was twen七y ninel WOrked there almos七七hir七een years・
Q. You say he worked for Conners?
A. Connor. He was a cook, a Very gOOd cook,七ha七Is wha七he did in
七he w○○d容.
Q. What kind of七hings would he cook in　七he woods?
書　　　　　　　　　　　くA●嵩聖書葦詩誌葦ew認容霊謹1窪講誓書…,。葦
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Q.冊1a七kind of pies would he make?.
A●　Apple piesl raisin piesl brown sugar pi色S●　Of course七hey didn-t
have the mixes you can buy in七he stores, yOu had七o make your
Q.皿O臼e are Very rich pies. When you're wot‘king hard in the woods,‥十・
your can burn七hose calories∴righ七up●　nO PrOblem at all・
A. Ohタ　yeS●　Tha七Is how he made it un七il he moved七o七he farm・
I
Q. Did he go away inl烏he win七er and come back in七he spring?
A. He worked in七he woods all win七er long un七il he bough七七he farm,.‘
七hen he never went back ’七o Connor.
Q∴When he came ou七in the springl WaS仁七here any ri七ual he would
have to go through to ge七rid. of lice ’or‘anything li。ke ・七hat?　　　一
A.工　donIt know..
Q・ Did he ever七e|1 you how he・‥eVeryOne Who worked in the woods
Wa日　工ou轡y.
A. He never men七ioned七ha七, aPParen七Iy he never had七ha七　problem.
He used七o wear union sui七Sタin fac七I he made tha七　a habi七●. When
he worked on七he farm, he us6d七o wear union sui七S a|1 year rouhd.`
He fel七more co.mfortable in七he summer七ime, a li七七1e cooler in
in summer time　七han we were wi七hou七i七・　皿ese were lOO%’WOOl union
Sui七S. Righ七in　七he middle of Ju|y hauling hay, he would wear ohe
Of七hosel bu七he never’comp|ained七ha七　they we士e lousy.
Q. Somebody ,mentioned七ha七on Sundays七hey used to七ake七heii union
Sui七　off and ro|1 it in七he Snow, |eave i七in the snow for a few
minu七es‘, i七WOuld kil| all七he lice. Then bri車g i七back’in and
WaSh it in bbiling wa七er.
A. Probably no way you could ge七　rid of i七.
Q.工S　七he house you were bom in 8七ill standing?
A. No, it burned.　Rou七e　|61 goes righ七　over i七.　We　|ived in　七he
bo七七om of the hill in Gueret七e past　七he church on the way七o Fort
Ken七.　You round七he corner,七he road goes righ七　over七he proper七y`
Where　七he house used七o be.　The old road used‘七o pass near七he
S.Pring wes七　of where.七he presen七　road is.　工七　erea七ed qui七e an
embaLnkmen七and the hou聖was∴righ七on七op of that embankmen七. Dad
had bough七the farm in |94う,工烏hink.叩y granqparen七S mOVed out
and moved down s七a七e,、 there wasnlt much going Qn in Guerette.　He
had bou館h七the farm, PIowed i七up and seeded it, then rented the
ho即e and while i七　was∴ren七ed,七o a Martin fa血主y, it burned down.
Q. Do you remember the dimensions of七he farm, WaS it a |ong narrow
farm?
A. Very long and na耽ow and ve千y,hilly.
●′-★
I　’
Q●　Do,yOu know how.'1ong it was and how wide it was?
-う置
A. Much narrower than　七he farms you find in S七OCkholm’ PrObably ha|f
of七he wid七h bf七he Stockholm farms. Way, Way back in the woods.
.Q●　ThatlB七he French way∴Of doing i七書　gVeryOne had fron七age either
On the road, On a lake or on a river∴and七hen it goes back a long.
Way8 ●
A. The house was Ioca七ed righ七ne正　もo a spring, beau七iful spring.
The w争S always cold, in fac七, i七　WaS almos七　七oo cold.　Tha七,s
how my grandfa七her died∴　He was qui七e a worke.r himself. He died-’
When Dad was　七、WO yearS Oldタ　SO my Dad never knew his fa七her・ He
had gone up on the hill　七o cu七grass wi七h a hand scy七he.　工七was
誌轟霊d盤naJ豊。y墨…ds霊i豊e d霊|藍h誌豊吉謹呈
a pot full of wa七er,七hey had七hose |it七Ieユa鷺d pails’abou七　七wo
and a half pounds. She filled七hat up with spring wa七er and ‘
brough七i七up士d’him.　He drank i七, he was∴S七ill　七hirs七y, BO he
Sen七her for ano七her・Pail.・ Of cour§e’ he was qui七e a ways up bn
the hill so i七　七ook her‘a while七o ge七　down and back.’ He s七arted
葛もo drink the next one bu七i七　wouldnI七go dom.　He jus七1ef七
every七hing　七here and wen七　down七o　七he house and he died七ha七night.
工七　mus七have been　七oo much of a shock.　He had a younger br'O七her
Who was　七wo years younger七han he was.
Q. Your fa七her or your grandfa七her?
A. My grandfa七her. He married my grandmo七her, So he s七ill stayed an
Alber七　name.
Q. So he marr‘ied his∴Sis七er'-in-1aw　七hen?
A霊豊嵩誓● Tatian i魯the?ne七ha七died・ Joe is the one that
Q. So七ha七means your fa七herls unも1e was also hisi s七ep father?
A. Tha七Is∴r.igh七.
Q. How large is your family? (
A. You mean my fa七herls family?
Q.工f you remember, Sure.
A. There were three daugh七ers,工guess,七hat died d血ring七he inf|uen’za.
0f 1918.　　　1　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　・
Q・ Do you have an:) s七ories aLbou七th叫inf|uenza, have you heard any一
七hing abou七i七?　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一
A1 0n工y七ha七Dad読as very sick, he los七his oldes七sister, Whose name
WaS∴Leona and・七wo other girls.工一don'七recall their names, and a
younger bro七herl Who was eigh七een a七七he七ime・, He was‘ also working
up in七he woods wi七h him● in fac七l　七hey were up in七he woods when ‘
he died・ They七ook a七eam of horses and brough七,him back七o
Guere七七e by,Sled to bury him. Tha七was∴Novembe士of 1918. Whi|e、.
he Was home he‘became very Sick七oo'　bu七he never wen七七o bed.
Everyone‘ else was∴8ick abedl SO he helped nurse them back to health.
l
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They were a|be七o save Grandma, the o七hers a|| died・皿ere was
only he le耽I and Grandpa and Grandma・
Q. There were s七ories around● back in七hose七imes when七hey would go
back to those fa調S On七he back roadsl七hey would find who|e familie魯
A. Some of them died and were buried●七hererare S七Ories abou七SOme Of.
七heml they weren't complete|y dead・皿en they gave七hem a decen七
burial la七erl they found七ha七七hey had gnawed wi七h七heir hands in.
order七o七ry to ge七Out Of七heir predicamen七they were in.
Q. You mean get Ou七Of七heir coffin?
A. They weren't pu七in coffins’七hey.were pu七in gumy sacks or
wha七ever was aVailab|el dumped in a ho|e and covered quickly・ ‘ They
were so afraid of that sickness, jus七ge七七ing七hem out of七he house
was the thing七o do.
Q.工七hink七hey ca||ed i七七he plague, didnl七七hey?
A. They ca|1ed it influenza, la gripe espagno七・
Q. Wha七Were yOur Parentls names?
A● My fa七her's name was Pa七rick・ My mo七herls name wasエeona Lagasse.
Her paren七S Were George Lagasse,皿ey ca||ed him Georgeもagasse
l big・ ’family・ There was ano七her George工agasse七ha七
豊嵩StockhoLm・ Those were COuSins工七hink・ SeCOnd or+雪q
Q.肌at was her mo七heFs name● do you remember?
Q. He was.a Lagasse with a big family’how big was his family?
A・ #器re寵も豊kid:葦器e。fi藍措嵩there mus七have been
Q. What was your如‘andfa七her's name?
A. On my mo七herls∴Side?
Q. On your fa七her'‘s∴魯ide・
A. Fabian.
Q. And his wife?
A.もaura Bourgoine.工don'七know if七ha七was Bap缶s七els daugh七er or
if Bap七is七e was an older bro七her, bu七工do remember he was |iving
七here wh6nt was a youpg boy. Bap七is七e was an.o|d man, WOre g|asses,
smoked a pipe cons七antly`
Q. Wha七kind of'.a.Pipe? ‘
′′J
A. Corn cob.
ーう-
Q. Do you remember any fur七her back on ei七her side?
A.工donlt remember my grea七grandparents.
Q.耽you know七heir names or any七hing?
A・ #島k器#七議# :謂u…a豊富豊・s。器嵩言霊he工号On
goes way back.
Q.工s this research七ha七you've done recen七|y?
A● Nol tha七was something七ha七Dad told us as we were grOWihg up.工七
isn'七電Ven reCOrded.工mean no七in fami|y his七ory●一i七一s probab|y
recorded somewheres.
A言説e謹。墨書誤a霊霊! …七需‡m器d|豊詫盤蒜・七謂er
always glVe the name of七he son who is七he son of七ha七SOn and so
onl七rying七o trace i七back to Mohammed.工found七ha七Very
unusualI工was∴S七a七ioned in Cassab|ancal kind of reminded me of
how七hey used七o do i七here.
Q. Of course　七he |ast name is undel.StOOd.
A・豊富k。譜n#k諾m霊n書y書k豊里露盤器。‡r。:here
Alber七S in Francel they mus七have had a las七name then・
Q.‘工know itls a Quebecぬmily’ i七一s a family from Quebec●
A●　工think my father believes七ha七he came from Acadia or七ha七his
ances七ors .came from A6adia.
Q. We|11　　　　　is an ,Acadian name●　SO七ha七would be the Acadian
七ie.
A.工never went back七ha七far back in geneo|ogy.工was going七O　七ry.
to ge七SOme informa七ion from Guy mbayl bu七ev′ery七ime he happened
to be in town　工　Was doing something e|se.
Q. He's in Madawaska, he can be reabhed●　Hels a principa| of a school
in Madawaska.
A.工　took a course from him, SO j工know who he is.
Q. What was your ’fa七herls occupa七ion?
A●　They were brough七up on a farm●　曹hey never七il|ed tha七farm.very
much other十七han keeping七WO Or七hree cows, Cu七七ing wood.　工　donIt
recall　七ha七they ever p|an七ed any po七a七OeS eXCeP七for七heir own
use.　工七　wa寧mbre of a dairy七hing, just enough七o keep七hem in
Subsistance.
書　　　　　　　　　　　く
I　　’
Q. Did'七hey have any sheep?
_6_
A●　Oh yesl　七hey always had sheep in
made　七heir union suits and socks
Q. Did your mo七her kni七Or WeaVe?
A. They all did.
Q. Did she weave?
A. Ⅳ0.
Q. Did she spin?
A. Ye魯.
Order七o prov de七he wool　七hat
and mit七on ;
Q. So she would spin七he yam for her kni七七ing?、書
A., She knit七ed persona||y and a time when七hey had i七done commercially●
盤岩盤。七島豊謹書霊器h聖霊g霊許諾七嵩高豊謙七草
fo|ks trave|ed ddwn coun七ry.　The girls a|1 knitted.
Q.冊Iy WaS i七necessary tha七everyone kni七?
A. Jus七　七o pass the　七ime.
Q. You had, enOugh need so i七was enough七O keep everyone going?
A.工SuPPOSe七he folks could have done七ha七, bu七we enjoyed i七・ There
WaSnl七much'gOing on●　there waS no言TV・
Q. Were the union sui七魯knit?
A.曹e容.
Q. They were kni七ted.工t's no七Iike kni七七ing mittons and s七uff like
七ha七l七herels a lo七of knit七ing七o tha七・
A.工recall七heir kni七七ingl I remember tha七七hey七alked abou七knit七ing
When七hey were on七he farm in Guere七七e. When.工　WaS a yOung man書
聖hW霊謹鴇en藍嵩葦e誌y霊鴇da:u計器1露語W呈Ol
donl七know how七hey could s七and七he o|d wool・・
Q. Did your fa七her complain of scra七ching or any七hing like七hat?
A. No, he did a lot of scra七Ching.
Q. You men七ioned七ha七your paren七S Wen七　down s七a七e for a whi|e?
A. My grandparen七S.
Q. Wha七　did　七hey go downs七a七e for?
A. We|1’工guess he retired and七hey go七　tired of |iving in Guere七七e.
賞hey had a daugh七er’’Mar七ha, Who was married to a Roy, Who　|ived
in a camp righ七nex七door.冊Ien七hey moved七o Houl七on for emPIoyt‘
men七,l七hey fel七mo士e or |ess alone. So七hey decided to move fprther
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sou七h where they had rela七ives. A七七he七ime,工had ano七her uncle,
wal七er Belanger, ma壷ied七o one of七he o七her daugh七ers that lived
誤読日豊芸露蒜詩誌葦書誌詰三豊e‡
器‡霊嵩謹嘉ra謹O謹h豊詰S藍d霊。豊富4盤豊|ywe
had鱒nished po七a七o harves七●工was撃rking for Axe| Ta|1 a七the
嵩。七盤r…1悪書0請書善書嵩盤諸悪e七豊ed
諸島a七葦g等磐譜sW露盤嵩罰。h議?arried three七imes
Q. I)id his wives keep dying on him?
A. Yes.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　・
Q● Do you know七heir names?
A● No?工remember on|y Laura・工was never very CIose七O my Other
grandmo七hers. He married four七imes.
Q. You ge七used to七hat after a while・
A. I guess∴SO●
Q. I)id your motner ,WP坤Ou七Side七he home a七all?
A. No七.af七er∴She‘..●She worked in IJeWis七Onl Or Lewis七On-Auburn in a
couple‘Of mills as a young lady・
Q. Wha七kind of mills were those?
A.皿ey made shir七S and七hey also made bedding・ She hi].ed ou七firs七
of a|1 as a house maidl She worked for七he Carlson family in Co|by
豊鵠nas#w群6 t#e。諾#喜u講書‡.Ofo#霊o‡ her
七reks back七o Guehe七七e', She me七Dad.皿ey probably had knoun each
o七her for quite a few years● neVer Wen七Ou七, neVer WaS Very Serious・
皿ey married in |929● She was七Wen七y seven yearS Old, he was七Wen七y∴
nine. He was born in |898 in Guene七七e and七hey go七married in 1929
so he was七hir七y one yea:rs.old●　She waB七wen七y seven.
.Q. Was∴She born in Guere耽e or S七・ Aga七ha?　　　　　　　　　　　‘
A. Guere七七e.
Q. Do you know where your) grandparen七S Were born?
A. My Grandfa七her Alber七and Gramma工aura were born in S七・ Aga七ha・
皿en七hey moved七O tht faLrm●　工七hink for a while they omed七WO
盤藍謙語i藍諾葦g謹a葦七he place where they resided‘　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　A七　七he　七ime　工　don-t　七hink　七here
was a parish in Guere七七el七hey would go七o church in S七・ Aga七ha・
拙ey we壇bap七ized in St・ AgaL七ha and七hey did七heir confirma七ion
in S七し　Aga七ha. J’　　`
●細く
Q・ I)id your paren七S ‘'gO‘七o school in S七・ Agatha?
f
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A. No,七hey had a smal|　schoo| house righ七nex七　七o　七he farm house.
工n fac七,七h.争七,s where Uncle A|phie and Aun七Mar七ha lived for ,a
While’ they converted七h争t　七o a...i七’was some七hing like a log
Cabin...七hey conver七ed七ha轟in七o a home. Thatls where　七hey wen七
七o school.　Dad didnlt go to schooユvery much, he spent mos七　of his
七ime baby sitting,七aking care bf the o七her children子’工guess he
Wen七　七o the second grade never cbmp|e七ed i七.　Mllm Wen七　as far as
the six七h grade.
Q.工n Guere七七e there was a prob|e町for a while, PaPer COmPanies and‘
1and ownership or∴SOme七hing likさ七ha七, did you. ever hear any七hing
abou七　七ha七? -
A. No.
Q. Could you name ,yOur bro七hers and sis七er and would you know when七hey
Were bo調?
Å. Approxima七e|y, they were abou七七wo years apar七,工was born’in 19うO.-
Genevaタ　my Older∴Sis七erねs.一bom in 19う2, born in June, bom in a
SnOW畠七〇r柵.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　-
Q. In June?
A. Seven七h of June.　Half七he po七a七o crop was in七he ground, the oa七S
Were uP abou七　six inches.　工七　comple七ely covered七he oats, COVered
七he po七a七oes七oo●　　　　　　　　’
Q. Did i七　rmin the・ CrOP?
A. N6, i七　was　七he bes七year in crops they ever had.　They called it
POOr man’ls fer七ilizer. He said七here was a dis七inc七difference
between.七he po七a七oes he plan七ed` before七he snow, and七hc応e he
Planted a耽er七he snow.　They were much be七七er before the snow.
Q.工　WOnder wha七　would account for tha七?
A. There must be some mineral con七en七.　A Io七　of mois七ure if no七hing
else.　　　　　　　　　-
Carmen was bom in 19う4, March lO, |9う4.　Cecile was born in
|9う6, She was also.in March wasnI七牒he?　Sep七ember.　工　know　七here
WaS tWO in March.
(器・A講評。豊詰a器ni議葦a豊i was in |9う8. R。ger WaS
′
born in 194う,七here were two boys　七ha七　Were born in be七ween Roger
and Rachael.　Mum had nega七ive type blood and of course　七he children
Were all bom a七, home,七hey didn一七hav,e七rea七men七・守Or i七a七.七he
七ime, SO the七wo boys,died of ye|1ow jaundice.曹hey were only七WO
Or七hree days o|d. 1 remember七ha七very we||, jus七　|ike i七　was
yesterday.　Roger was bom in 194う, January　2う, a big snow s七orm
七oo.　There was so much snow on七he ground七ha七a|1 the roads were
CIosed・　富he pIow● i七　was driven by Ken’wes七man at the　七ime●　had
gone up七he hil|●　七umed around and七ried七o make i七backl he
COuldhl七　do i七I SO he lef七七he七ruck righ七　七here and wa|ked back七o
七own. When七he snow finally subsided,七he only thing you could
See WaS七he.end of七h6 1ong handled wood shovel s七icking ou七of
th。 'm。ming甘藍k七器。葦豊盤葦e‡6 ti。 h。uS。 an。 we
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touched七he七e|ephone wires anywher.es. Tha七Is what guided us back
七o　七he‘’farmhouse.　耽　WaS blowihg.
Q. How厄id you ge七there on top of all七ha七草nOW?
A. Walked.
Q・ I七must have been an awful walk・
A. Oh, yeS. We |ived up on七op of七he.hil| by七he cemetery, Walked
down　七O Fogelinl軍∴S七Ore uSed七O be.
Q. You mus七have been wading　七o your_hips?・
A●　Nol i七dri耽ed so bad and i七.packed as i七was driftihgl We Walked
righ七On七he snowbank∴nO PrOblem a七allタ　didn一七even use snQW-
霞hoeB.
Q..You wa|ked from Foge|inls store?
A.工　Walked down to,Fogelin-s s七ore and七hen back‘again.工remember' tha七so well●　yOu’know Oreille mfourI his father was buried七ha七
momingl and her fa七her was∴rela七ed・ Orei|1els fa七her and her
fa七her were bro七hers.　He died in　|94う　and七ha七一morming they
buried him.皿ey hauled his corpsein a caske七on a small s|ed●
C露程g a h。1。,COuldnl七use horsesタ　jus七guided i七　down七o　七he
COurSe they buried七hem七hen,七hey couldnl七’keep them, dug a holel
七he hole was full of wa七er,七hey jus七　dumped七he caske七　down
七hrough七he snow into　七he water, COVered i七up七he bes七七hey
COu|dタ　finished i七up in七he spring.
r。。。un七ing tha吊。 uS,工didn'七g。七。 # #謹h詰。葦W誌d
Of a sad way to do i七.’There ere four daugh七ers and two boys in my fa七herls family.
Q. Now七his is ,yOur fa七herls family?
A.甘e容.　　　　　　　　　　　　　.
Q. Can you remember who七he girls married, Wha七七h留ii names were?
A. Ⅲy　容i8七er容?
Q. These　七ha七　you jus七　named?
A. These are my sis七ers and bro七her. Ito, yOu Wanもめy si白もers or Dadls?
tha七　we一ve named all　七hese people Who are your∴Sis七ers...
A.工f　工　can remember.　They-re a||　|iving.　Geneva is married七O
Clarence Royタhels also the bro七her of A|phie七he ,One工・men七ioned
a few minu七es ago. He is no七rela七ed, AIphie is an oider boy of
七ha七　Roy family who wa霞married七o my fa七herls ,Sis七er.　Clarence
is married七o Geneva, Who is七he oldest of my sis七ers.
Q. So　七herels a connec七ion.
A.皿hty一沌..1iving iri Eas+ Mi|1inocke七, he works a七the mi|| in Eas七
鵠羅七藍羅ns盤e盤h諜…芋・ wa譜,窪i#rried
??㍍
?
? ?
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pa七ten a七the七imel bu七WaS WOrking in Eas七Millinocket・皿e mi|1
had jus七OPenedl he書s been working七here ever∴Since,七heyIve raised
a good sized fami|y・
Carmen lives in Enfield, Connecticu七, She had a good job,
she wa8 the direc七or of a huge beverage plant●　Whiskey・ He workg
for a sugar plant in Connec七icu青書they deal in warehousing pre-
Ceding shipp|ng.
Q. Did you give his name?
A. Rosaire,七hat,一s ano七her Prother, Clarence and Rosaire are bro七hers
married my七WO Sis七ers.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　’
肌en七here's ‘Richardもevesquel Who has recen七1y moved七o
Cariboul formerly lived(・in S七OCkholm, hels a barber in Caribou・
She works for Hea|七h and Welfare’office・
Q. Wha七l魯her name?
A. Cecile. Rachael is married七o工rⅤing Cyrl Cyr班o七her‘S, righ七now
he's弓ice_PreSiden七of七he Cyr Corporation’七hey |ive in Caribou・
Roger married Louise Clave七七e from Van Buren’七hey presen七1y
|ive in Ham|in and he works for●●●righ七now hels laid off because
nobody is working in七he woods・ He enjoys that type of ‘WOrk・
Q. Could you name your aun七s and uncles on your fa七herls side?
A.工never knew A|ber七because he died in 19181七hat was七he only
bro七her Dad had of the firs七・marriage.
I
Q. Hi患name was Albert Alber七?
A・葦諾謹言藍三豊‡鵠n鵠三豊三〇器≡諾書e
Augus七a, Hal|owe||l七ha七一s where he made his home for車r七Of his
married life. They had two children・ He waS an excellen七Car-
pen七erl he died of cancer in 19う6・
Q. You say he was a carpen七er'　did he do fumi七ure as well as・・・
A. Yesl he was a finish carpen七er and a rough c争rpen七er, bo七h・ He
picked that甲p himself, he just |oved it・ He was my favori七e
unc|e● Of course he was the only unc|e I had on my fatherls∴Side・
We were very c|ose and工Visi七ed him of七en・ He took pride in
taking me out and showing me the七hings he had buil七, houses he
he had bui|七●　fumiture he had finished off・
Q. Was his furniture modern s七yle or was i七七radi七iona| s七yle?
A.工七　WaS∴French s七y|e.
I
Q. Where did he pick up French s七yle, did he ever mention where he
lear‘ned　七o do i七?
A. No, he never men七ioned i七. On my fa七her's side七here were several
girls●　Eva,WaS　七he o|destl She was married七o Pa七　Barタ　they lived
in Enfield.　Then七here was Mar七ha, Who was married七o AIphie Roy;
Helen who was married・七o Wal七er Belanger.　Those are the only dne8’
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七hat　工　real|y knew.
on my mo七her-s sidel工don'七remember七he name of七he o|dest
girl; Aldina;七here was Rose; Estelle was七he youngeS七・ Rose was
a gir|七ha七七hey had raised, She was no吊heir blood daughter, She
was jus七1ike bne $f七hs・family・
I)o you know where she came from?
Nol工don'七・real|y know・ She probab|y was re|a七ed some way.
I)robab|y one of七he girls had a baby’I donI七know’工know七hey′、　　重、　　　　　臆でヽ__」 .「 __　　　　　　mし、 ■、○○′ヽ〈　　●。●′「I `着
ust　|ike one o吏葛the fami|y.　There was・・:
⊥項⊥ロくラu　事ふヽ′ふl Oノ〇〇一　　°’““‾“‾　　Ul‾‾‾　▼　　‾‾‾‾　‾
薫霊喜R。罵言三豊二畿討議豊≡e嵩
boys●　Teddy was the oldes七One, he died when I was very yOung・
IIe was walking along七he s七ree七SOmeWheres, I七hink i七WaS ar'Ound
IJeWis七On and they found him七he nex七morning, he had been hit by
結晶W藍霊盤u豊i羅sW轟a謹書h討Un諜red
was∴Leo who lived in IJeWis七On; Edmond who |ived in For七Ken七・
皿ese have all passed away・ Dona七|ives in Lewis七on, hels been
a carT)en七er all his life● he-s∴S七i|1 |iving, in fac七, hels in
his eigh七ies and he's∴S七ill doing carpen七er work. There is Unc|e
Alber七I he lives in Bingham and工have ano七her unc|e, Wilfred who
lives in Ches七erl Massachuse七ts, he一軍nO七feeling七OO We||, hels
bllnd.　-
wha七is七he Bumame.Of al| these peop|e?
皿ey're all IJagaSSeS・ Al| of七hem were CarPen七ers by七rade, a|1
of them excep七Onel七he young軍七One.
Did七hey leam from their fa七her?
盤羅講ed器諾i羅鵠#議書轟u盤, success一
誌誌m…譜|圭聖霊謹書d ‡塁器器a藍1三豊rf語a豊e
who was bui|ding.
Do you know七he name of'七he sawmi|1?
Lagasse Saw Mil|・ It was loca七ed, if you七ravel no昂h七hrough七he
woods and you reach Guere七七eタa七七he presen七七ime there-s a house
on七he righ七and a bam七ha七きus七recen七|y fe|| down・皿ere・Is
ano七her farm which used七O be七he Heber七farm’nOW i七Is owned by
Daigles. Their farm was righ七OPPOSi七e’On七he o七her∴Side of七he
謹詰誓書器。蒜bu露盤講f謹葦謹書h諜磐‡1・
皿en七hey buil七a smaller house where七hey re七ired in fron七Of
the C轍軸Ol」,C Church and軌a七一s bu調融。own鉦nce・岨ey weronlt
living七here a七七he七ime. Grandfather Georgeもagasse died in
|949 'and my grandmother died whi|eエWaS in七he service‘,七ha七WaS
in　七he　う0章8.
raised her’ She was
Q. Where did you go to school?
■′’
?「?
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A● I went to grammar∴SChool here in S七ockholm for eigh七years. We
had a七WO year high school’a七七he time●　SO工　completed my first
year of high schoo| here and七hen工discontinued i七I SO　工had七O
go somewhere. e|se,、.SO工wen七七o Caribou. Transporta七ion was a
PrObleml We Went’which ever way was handies七or∴What was aVailable
We hi七ch-hiked, We七ook‘七he七rain down七o Caribou and宣ack.
Q.一You mus七have boarded七here a li七七1e bi七.
A. Ⅳ0.
Q. You wen七　七here ever.y day?
A●　Everyday●　工七raveled wi七h whomever工could find a ride wi七h・
Q. Did you ever mi朗=my SChool?　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　’
A. No.
Q. Did you have a place down there where you could s七ay if you
couldnl七　mak色i七　back here?
A. No, We made i七　back.
Q.工七mus七have been really difficul七in七he winter.
A. We would come home some七imes on七he　七rain,七he　七rain would |eave
Caribou a七　eleven on a normal schedule, SOmetimes it wou|dnIt
ge七七here un七il the wee hou[.S Of七he morning because of s七orms
down below●　So we slept righ七there in the s七a七ion unti|七he
七1‘ain arrived.　工　saw many七imes g鎚もing in七o S七ockholm,七he
Sun WaS uPl・ g色七off七he七rainI Walk up七O.七he house●　Change c|othes
have breakfas七I Walk back downl七ake七he七rain back・工七.was七he.
hard way of ge七七ing　七o school.
Q. You did七ha七　for七wo years?
A・ No'　工　comple七ed my七enth year in Cat`ibou and Dad had grea七
aspira七ions for me七o become a pries七●　SO he insis七ed tha七　工
go　七o‘ a Cむ皿o|ic School・ ’工　was accep七ed a七Biddefor'd'　Biddeford
Schoo| was opera七ed by七he Franciscian Fa七hers. Fa七her∴Thibodeau
Of For七　Ken七...
Q. Do you know the name of　七he school?
A. Off hand●　nO●　工七　was called S七Francis'　S七・ Francis Schoo| in
Biddeford.　Tha七　became a七wo year college la七er, muCh la七er a
four year col|ege∴　エ’、七hink i七一s Bowdoin a七　七he present七ime.
工　comple七ed my e|even七h year there・　工n七he spring・;Of七ha七year
Dad wasnl七fee|ing wel| a七al|'　held passed ou七a couple of七imes
SO he wen七　七o　七he　もahey Clinic in Bos七on and七hey de七ermined he
WaS anemicタ　SeVerely anemic.　He wasnI七　capab|e of plan七ing.himself,
SO　|　did my exams earlier,工　came home　七o p|an七　七he crop.　鱒e never
fe|七　Well　七he en七ire summer, SO　工　didnl七go back.　工n　七he fall　工
Wen七　back七o CAribou and we arranged differeh七　七ranspor七a七ion.
Axe|曹al|タ　Who lives above us'　WaS∴a∴SChool　七eacherタ　コ　worked a
deal wi七h him,七o commu七e wi七h him every day. He used to pick me
up righ七in fron七of the house and delivered me right in front of
一1う-
the house.　They didnl七　provide　七ranspor七a七ion like　七hey do　七oday.
Q. Wha七year did you gradua七e from high school?
A. 1948.
Q. So　七his was jus七　af七er the war?
A. Åf七er七he second Wor|d War’ yeS.
Q. Going to Caribou ever'y day.
A.工Im s七i11 going　七o Car虫bou every day, the same schooI I gradua七ed
from.
Q. Which one i烏　七ha七?
Å●　The o|d high schoo| is now七he Junior High.　工,ve been going七o
S?hool for.a |ong七ime, Since |9う7 wi七h a few years in be七Ween’
工　gue蜜轡.
Q. Wha七　WaS∴SChool like her'e in S七ockho|m?
A●　Well●　七hel‘e were huge classesl七here were an excess of七hil'七y in
SOme Classes.　　　　　　　　　l ’
Q. More than,One grade to a class?
A. There were　七wo grades　七o a room.　工　suppose　七ha七Is　七he reason　七ha七
七here were over thir七y because lOf　七he　七WO gra,de争.
Q. Were there any七hings　七ha七you took up in school　七hat you donl七
take up now?
A. No, i七一s abou七　the same.
Q. This is a　七own where there's a mix七ure of French and Swedish, Were
there七hings in七roduced in school’‘七ha七you donl七　七hink would have
been in o七her schoo|s,七hings from Swedish cul七ure and FI.enCh
Cu|七ure? '
A. They werenI七　so up on cul七ure as　七hey are today.　There were a lo七
Of students　七ha七　didnl七　SPeak∴F±`ench or didn-t speak Swedish or
didnI七　SPeak English.　工n fac七, When工　star七ed school,工knew more
Swedish七han　工　knew Eng|ish.　We were bro唾gh七up amongst a Swedish
COmmunity.　We were only French family on Sou七h Main Hill, We
Were SurrOunded by Swed台s.
Q. Your fa七her was a farmer?
A. Tha七一s∴righ七..
Q●　There were only七WO French farmet'S in all of S七ockho|m, WerenIt
七here?
A●器轟露語岩盤葦# #豊es諜手書講霊ew誓七h。
Alber七　family’七he only七hree,,French farmers.
.　　　●
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Q. So you were up wi七h七he Swedes, Wha七was i七|ike up七here?
A●　工t was al| righ七●　Mos七Of七hem didnl七七hink七ha七We Were gOing
七o make i七, becahse.a |ot of people that had lived there before
haLdnlt s七ayedlvery |ong,七hey moved ou七.’
Q・・ Do you,mean because of七he land?
A● Noタat One七ime七he F[‘ench and七he Swedish people didnI七ge七a|ong
七ha七Wel|. The Swedish people were a proud people・工guess七he
French were also prQud●　bu七七he七wo didn章七See eye tO eye On a lot
of issues●　工guess maybe we were un七il we made a
name for ourselves・皿e苧fd三豊霊嵩n謹書。誓#e# #藍誌h
七〇　be able to make i七.
families who apprecia七ed us;, We PrObably would have left・ A|b’er七
Hju|s七rom who lived righ七across七he road from us, just as kind
豊島読h軍書豊h盤詑e窪。霊u豊O5fW;豊.HeH器a…n
the type of person who didnl七Squander his money awayl he 'be|ieved
in looking ou七for tomorrow'　SO he had some money pu七away.讐here‘.
were七imes when you needed to buy七hings and七he money wasnl七七here●
we borrowed from him and we paid i七back●　He waS probably one of
the on|y ones who wou|d have dared七o do七ha七.　　　　　　　　　　・
Q. He must have offered a lot of advice too.
A. We had a difficul七七ime making e血ds mee七●　皿e first year Dad
p|an七ed po七a七oes?七hey sold- for l(汚a鳴H‘el・ He sold half of
七he crop for七ha七price and七he res七of七hem he haul’ed them in ’
the field. There was no marke七　for七hem. The fo|1owing year I
七hink he didnl七　Sell po七a七OeS'　he・hau|ed七hem right ou七in the
fie|d in七he spring. He wasn't paying七he mortage very fas七七ha七
Wayl and he s七il| needed equipmen七and he sti|l n¥eeded horses so‘he had.七o buy them●　He worked on七he roads in七he summer七imeタ
helped roll七he roads in七he win七er七ime wi七h a七eam of horses.
皿ey all go七七oge七her you'.know・ A cer七ain farmer wou|d hook up
a七eam and go a d土S七生nce and then ano七her範.mer would・・●
Q. The roller would stay,七hey would just keep a七七aching to七he
r011er.
A. Tha七,s ±‘igh七タ　七hey-d go from one end of七he town七O the o七her with
七he rol|er.　The rema⊥ns of tha七ro|ler are up on Clarence Andersonl魯
fam●　On the hi||●　工remember tha七Very Well.　　　　l ’
Q. How.1a七e would they rol十　七he roads?
A. Until　七he snow s七ar七ed七O me|t in七he spring●　七o a l留Vel where七hey
would use a scz.aper七olmake七wo furrows・ Tha七wou|d scrape七he
snow down七o a hard surface and |eave enough place for七he七wo wheels
6f an au七omobi|e‘七o pass　七hrough●　Unti|七ha七poin七in七ime　七he cars
Were aWay for七he winter.　Probably la七e March or early Apri|　you
S七ar七1ooking forward ‘七o c|eaning ou七　SOme SnOW in the roads∴SO yOu.
COuld oper'a七e　七he au七omobile.　　　　　　　　　　　　'
Q.工七　mus七hav.e been書a tricky transi七ion　七ime when you didnl七　know
Whe二ther’~‘七o rol工　or pIow.
一1う-
A. Noタ　もhey were never七ha七anxiou,Sタ　もhey knew when win七er was七here
and when spring came.工SuPPOSe七hey go七foo|ed on occasionl bu七
not七oo 'Of七en'　They we、renl七,in a big hurry abou七i七●
I　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(
Q. When七he snow wou|d melt, WOuld it go off七he fie|ds before i七▲
Wen七, Off七he roads comple七ely?
A. We11, it never mel七ed un七il七he first par七of June. Win七ers seemed
-aWful longタin those days+工can remember. My bir七hday is May 4タ
工　can remember a lo七　Of years　七he ground was comple七ely covered
霊七葦告a盤eh悪gw霊#Ow謹・s。器a認#d㌢七誌。韓dn'七
have a pIow, it wa早a WOOden七ype of sled七ha七had七WO me七al s車des
hooked up in front●　賞hey pul|ed-七ha七Wi七h horsesl it would pIow
七WO furrowsJ i七had wings七ha七Shifted七he snow from ei七her side●
In certain spo七S七hey would make a double七rack so when you,me七a
car●　yOulwould have a chance七o allow七he car七o go by・
.Q.工七　mus七have been　七ricky on七he hills?
A.工七had one or七WO SPO七S Where you cou|d mee.七. There weren一七七ha七
many cars anyway●　SO it didnI七make tha七much difference・
I
Q. Your fa七her grew p亡両atoes?
A●　Raised po七a七oes●　We raised wheatl buckwheat●　Oa七S・
Q. I)id you mill your buckwhea七or did you used七p pIow i七under?
A. Milled i七.
Q. Where did you have i七　mil|ed?　　　　　　　　　　.
A●　Up七o Corriveauls in Frenchvi|le. We also brough七i七up七o.・・
七hey had a Corriveau Mill in For七　Ken七.　工　七hink par七Of七he
machiner‘y七ha七　was in For七Ken七　even七ual|y moved七o Frenchvi|1e●
some of i七　wen七　七o Madawaska.　Remember　七he fe|1ow who we used
七o pick up s9melflour from? Was i七a Heber七family?
豊・A講評工…s器’吊hink of his first name・工n S七. David, there used七O be a gris七mill(
up七he±'e七oo●　We were a buckwhea七family●　We loved pIoyes・
Q. You were the only ones who grew buckwheat around here?
A.工　七hink we were the on|y ones who grew i七　for buckwhea七flour.
Q. So a lot of七he buckwheat flour so|d around here to French families
WOuld have come from your fat.m?
Å. Some of i七.
Q. How did i七ge七　七O　七hem, did your fa七her used七o sell　七he flour
to　七he s七ores around here?
A. They would buy it righ七　from us.　We wer.enl七　the on|y suppliers,
We didnIt raise tha七much.　工　もhink七he s七ores probably purchased
七heir frour from七he same gris七mill, from Corriveaus. You had a
lo七of French families七ha七|iVed in七own, mOSt French families
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loved ployes.
Q. Did you raise ca七七Ie, Sheep?
A. We always had cows, We had s|Ⅹ Or∴SeVen COWSl
Q. Would you ever slaugh七er the sheep for mea七?
for w○○l?
a flock of she p.r
Or w re they strict|y
A. Oh, yeS We. had lamb.
Q. So you had lamb now and then?
A. I七　WaS∴SO SWee七　工　didnl七　Care for i七.
Q. Would your mo七her prepare i七any special way?
A. No different七han she would prepare beef roas七●　工never cared for.
七he oily tas七e of七he sheep mea七・工七was hard七O ge七rid of七hat
嵩豊島豊h嘉y:窪認諾蓑葦三七豊葦:
res七　of them we sold七o Johnsonls in Caribou.　Tha七Is　七he one who
used七o om七he presen七Cyr∴Mea七Packing・ The rea| reason for
growing七hem was for wool・
Q. You mentioned七ha七you know qui七e a bi七of Swedish, did you leam
your swedish from the o七her kids in七he neighborhood?
A. If工　recall correc七|y'　there weren章七　any young ones・ Most of七he
children of the Swedish fami|ies were grown up'　On七he hill●
Alber七Hju|s七rbmls had one daugh七er, She was bom when工was a
young man●　皿ey were our nex七door neighbors.皿e Pe七erson family
七ha七1ived where Bob Kirchman lives now,七heir chi|dren wer.e al|
欝謹書盤詩誌rs器a整sO豊r盤.七h誌。工。豊sO盤・窟Ⅴ。
any young children●　The young children　七ha七We me七Were七he ones
七ha七　Wen七　to school,七ha七　came from七om.
Q. How did you learn your Swedish?
A. Ther‘e Were SOme PeOPle who“didnI七know how七O SPeak Eng|ish●　The
real Swedish families　七ha七1ived on the hill didnl七　SPeak aL WOrd
of English. So how can you communicat朗-　You |6arn to communicate
in Swedish.
Q. You　|earned jus七　from con七ac七　Wi七h　七hem?
A●　Tha七章s righ七●　The ver.y same wまy七ha七you wotl|d learn any language●
Q. Were you pre七七y fleun七in Swedish?
A. Oh nol　工never wasl bu七　工　COuld ge七　byタ　bu七　工knew more Swedish
七han English when　工　S七ar七ed school, Of course　工　spoke French.
Q・ Could you na,me SOme WayS in which Swedish c心l七u±|e is∴radically
different from Frapch culture雷∴The cIos?neSS Of七he families,
Wag
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it much the same wi七h七he Swedish and the French?
A. Oh, ye霞.
Q. Wha七abou七CuS七oms and七hings |ike tha七タWere七here any Swedish
cus七OmS tha七S七and ou七in your mind- because they were so differen七
七han what you were uSed七o?
A● NoI I don-t七hink so・ We probably didnl七See七hat difference
because weノmay have copied or done much七he祖me七hings七ha七七he
The Swedish peop|e had七heir own s七yle of
盗塁常盤葦。S七。f七h。m d。n。。d七h。 Wal七z,七hey sti|1 do.
Q. Wha七WaS their∴S七yl寧Of dancing?
A.皿ey had wha七WaS・・known as七he Swedish Hop which was quite pobular・
Q. Wha七did七hat lbok |ike?
A. Pr‘obably similar ‘七O a POlka● Only more jumping七o i七・
Q. Was七he肌Sic rea|1y lively tha七七hey would do七ha七七O?
A. Oh, ye8.
Q. As |ively as wha七七he French wou|d jig七O?
A. You probably have more numbers in French music七ha七you could 3ig
to書　もhan you have Swedish hops・
Q.皿en the Swedi霞h would do七heir Swedish hop, Wha七music would七hey
g〇　七〇?
A..脱七her accordian or piano, Where七he French would use fidd|e・皿en
I was growing upl dancing wasn'七七hat popu|ar anyway, i七WaS frowned
器詩語誌r蒜嵩pO盤i謹七書聖hi露語SO謹書n置
a |i七七le as工became a yOung man and wen七’王nto adulthood・ 〇・
Q. Wha七about foodl their food mus七have been radically differen七・
A● They had七his Swedish biscuit which七hey’I find probably is much
differen七from七he French'七hey used' tO dunk in ho七COffee or ho七
・tea in order七O be ab|e七o ea七i七●　工don'七re6a|| wha七七hey called
i七.
Q・工n your family’ did you copy any of七heir food?
A. No.
Q. You s七ayed s七rictly七o　七he七hings.‥
A・謹盤七豊器葦。露盤七胃豊h紫七㌔豊寵y葦諜…七工
covered over with a swee七ner. In order七o be ab|e　七o munch i七, yOu
had七o dunk’.i七in-some`ho七|iquid. Tha七章s abou七七he only七且ing
…w豊島m謹sIl:護持。豊島七島磐謹書蕊豊‡he
say a lo七‾ of Swedish familie
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七hink七ha七Is∴really a French de|icacy anyway.
Q. On|y七o七he S七・ John Val|ey' yOu don一七find i七anywhere e|se bu七
七he people who are in the va|1ey.工consider七his I卑r七Of七he
valley. Famil許vgroupP七ha七Came from七he valley and se七七1ed
someplace else |ike dom in Wa七erville, bu七七heir families were
。riginally from七he‘valley.耽Qrig中空eS *七草valley. You
them also?
A. You wan七七O gO七O軌ack Joe's for ins七ance’| donI七know if he
owns it now or' nO七I i七used七O be七he Spor七ing C|ub ih Sinclair・
嘗hat was- One Of the七hings he offered. He offered s七eak meals
書詩誌r措諾意m計O鴇#詫霊豊eS Wen七up there七O
Q. Were七here very many七imes you would go七o ea七in Swedish homes
and七hey would come七o your home七O ea七? Was七here very much of
A.藍|羅n盤藍。藍七3。盤n書き盤盤rW濫d韮#誓h
whdle year and工WOrked for Haro|d Anderson七WO yearS before工
wen七in七O　七he ser.Ⅴ|Ce.
Q. Did七hey have pre七七y much a mea七and po七a七OeS fare七he way we do?
A. Yes' abou七七he same sty|e・ There were special dishes工guess on
ho|idays●　One of七hem was |u七efisk, a|七hough工never七as七ed i七・
Tha七　was a favori七e dish’of七heirs●
Q. Wha七　WaS　七ha七　|ike?
A.工七hink i七WaS fish七ha七WaS Pu七in a七ype of brine or lye, i七did
some七hing七o i七タCOOked i七・工never.七as七ed i七, bu七工remember the
器eth:u謹葦七h:el謹書h器諾。霊eS譜。W霊#。難詰OmS
John Tall' he waLS an unCle of Axe|・工' donl七recall七ha七he ever
SPOke a word of English.
Q. Were they七al| peop|e?
Å・嵩認諾七詰塁七許諾b謙語豊1轟諾Ve‡七霊七謹置u葦
such a way七ha七he would depress a lever on七he sea七and the pIow
would raise i七Self. He had a hard time when i七WOu|d ge七S七uck
on七he rocks’七hen he wou|d have七O ge七Off and七ry七O Ioosen i七up.
He was pIowing when he was nine七y two or nine七y.six・
Q.的ge七back七o schooIJ yOu men七ioned七here were七WO grades七o each
room. were七her.e any七eachers七ha七you par七icular|y remember?
A. My firs七grade七eacher was Hjelm. She章s a sis七er七o Axel Ta|1Is
豊ing工1豊七工k器wi‡h… #e誓書p霊葦。霊。誓葦* *Ce
me七her once since七henl.工七hink i七was七WO SummerS agO'　工was doing
some work up七o Axel'sl‘and工saw her七here・ She came up for a.visi七,
七hey live ou七in the mid wes七・ I donl七remember mos七Of my o七her
七eachers.工remember a Soders七rom woman●　and工rememer Axel Tall
?
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dis七inctly・ Axe| Tall s七ar七ed七eaching when he was on|y six七een
years of agel七augh七in Caribou and七augh七here in S七OCkholm.
He was my seven七h grade七eacher・ - In七he eigh七h grade　工had a whole
Slew of七eachers. They jus七couldn'七Seem tO keep七eachers七hat
盤;d工豊i読器s誓h盤i詳書n七謀議im. Mys詰霊。菩ear
Frederick Andersonタ　Shels a girl from Bangorl an eXCe|1en七七eacher.
She七●augh七五i七he CAribou schooI system for manyl many year‘S, She章s
now re七ired. I remember her very we11タ　Axel Ta11 very well and
七he Hjelm person. The o七her...七here was a Borjeson woman who
七aught school bu七no七While工was going七o school.工had her as
One Of七he七eachers when工七aught here in 196|七o 1968. There
器。謹#壷O認諾.She’s also re七ired・ Tha七!s al|七he
Q.工七・muS七have been a big difference when you wen七七o Caribou? ‘
阻a七was your firs七impression when you got七o Caribou?
A・工was |os七1ike mos七kids are七oday when七hey gQ七o a differn七
SCh○○1.-
Q. Were七here a lo七bf軸.ings you cou|d ge七七here七ha七you couldn一七
ge七　here?
A・ Oh’yeS・ When工Wen七七o Czribou my firs七yearl工WaS able七o
七ake a course `in agricul七ureタ　Whichwasr耽,bffer.ed in S七ockholm
七he schoo|　wasnl七1arge enough●
Q. Were you able七o poin七any七hing ou七七o your fa七her?
A・ My fa七her was in七eres七ed in educa七ion' tm七he n叩er∴rea|1y under-
S七ood・ He had problems himself書for one thingl When he go七rmrried
he had been denied an educa七ionl i七wasnl七Iike he didn't wan七七D
go七o schoo|. He had been denied七ha七oppor七uni七y and he wasn'七.
轄gw盤詳七器誤写C豊豊; agn霊h謹n盤a藍u嵩f工W誌
|n, I七hink i七was my firs七year in CAribouタエwan七ed七o qui七
SChoo| so badタ　工was∴SO fed up with i七・ He had his way' he convinced
me, he put me七o work down on七he bo七七om of七he farm七he fo11owing
Summer●　He managed七o plead with nle and convince me　七hat I should
S七ay in school●　and during the summer he made sure七hat　工　was
back七o schooユ∴七he nex七fal| by giving me a job on bot七om of
′「I　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　●-
fam clearing a piece of land.皿e f壬ies weie wha七bo七hered me
mos七, I was so fed up with fighting fliesl black f|iesl工was all
eaten up・工promised myself七hen that if皿ere was any∴POSSibility
工was going七o do anyth⊥ng else o七her七han farming for a livelihood●
SO he never had to七wist my arm again七o ge七me back to school.
So you went back to school and ended up in educa七ion?
Welll nO七righ七away・.工gradua七ed in 1948,工worked on七he farm
for Axel Tall七he firs七year ou七of,SChool. Then工wen七七o work
On七he base as a ca押enterls helper tha七fa11' WaS |aid off early
in January,・ then went七o work for Harold Anderson for七wo years.
Q. Farming again?　. ∴∴ ・
??????
? ?
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Å. Farmingl then工decided七o七ake a hitch in the service,七he.KoreaLn
War was on,工記idn't wan七七O be draf七ed, SO工joined the Air Force・
工　enlisted in the:Air Force December 6, 19う0.工　WaS there four
year8●
Q. What was your∴SPeCi争l七y in七he service?
A. I was a patroleum specialis七・ Of course having been brotlgh七up
on a farml工WaS familiar wi七h equipmen七l工七hough七工would s七ick
器。豊鵠七宣u缶詰霊i藍雪Ⅴ議書諾盤0謹呈工工s豊霊‡七
by working in七he motor poo| righ七ou七of basic and my first
assignmen七WaS in Ohio・皿ere was∴SO |i七七1e work to be done driving
truck● tha七七hey pu七me in charge of opera七ing a Vehicle for七he
嵩k書Si s#藍h器ef嵩w霊薄s墨諾罵nd謹嵩嵩ng
ship me overse-as● I went to Texas∴for proces誼ng, Came’back to
Camp Kilmer' New Jerseyタthen went over七O Cassab|anca・ I was
sta七ioned in Oassablancal Africa for two years・ One of七he guys
七ha七almosセhad me cour.七mar七ialed while I was∴S七a七ioned in D亀y七On●
Ohiol for driving a七ruck in七he ci七y in o七her七han a class A
unifo調I I was wearing fa七igues・皿e sergean七in七he messhall had
given me a special e[‘rand七o run' SO工wen七七o七he s七ore, i七mus七
have been reported by someone●　because as | wa|ked ou七of the s七Ore
wi七h七he supplies and EM∴requisi七ion●七here were七WO APIs七here・
They wro七e・me uP and gave me a七icke七for being ou七Of uniform.
工had七O aPPear before my commanding officer七o explain what had‘
霊鵠露盤0盤嵩謹三豊蒜三豊謹言等n
have kep七his eyes on mel・ kept七abs on me●　because he fol|owed
me down七O Texas● followed me back七o Camp Kilmerl New Jersey and
followed me overseas.
Q. He didnl七1ike you.A●輩三豊三豊薬三三葦葦三豊・欝童で室
七ha七were wor七h much.曹hey had lef七SOme OVer there af七er七he
second Wor|d War, Pu七i’n mo七h bal|虫. We spen七七he firs七mon七h just
c|eaning七ha七equipmeh七●　七aking七he grease of itl making sure七hey
were opera七iona|. We七ore down enginesl rePaired七hem.皿en I
|ef七　七hat section for a|mos七　七wo mon七hs and became an in七erpreter●
工had taken French in school'　four yea].S Of French in high school
and taken七hree years of La七inl SO I was wel| versed in French,工
could speak i七I Wri七e i七●and read i七・ A||工did for七hose six weeks’
七WO mOn七hsl七OOk `my七imel WaS aC七as an in七erpre七erタ七o help officers
七o find p|aces七o live so七hey could bring七heir families over.
They provided me wi七h my o皿JeepI工SaW a lot of Nor七hern Africa, .
wr'O七e up contrac七S for七hem'　found them places七O live・ I saw a
lo七of Africa. Then　工　wen七　back七o　七he I’efue|ing sec七ion and
WOrked七here for two years●　drove a semi一七ruck and was a dispa七Cher・
工　became a sergean七　eigh七een mon七hs af七er工　was in七he service and
工　was in charge of七he cpe七roleum sec七ion overseas. When　工was
ShiPped ‘back sta七e side,七hey hadnl七　〇hanged my MO and七hey were
going七o put me back in七he mo七or poo|.　工objec七ed s七rongly, SO
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工Wen七七o七ake the tes七and七hey gave me my MO 60うう0, Which was
petroleum specialis七・ I s七ayed in七ha七refueling sec七ion until
工go七Out Of七he service in 19う4・
Why did you get ou七of the service in 19う4?
Wel|l my Wife and I had ma耽ied in 19うう, She didnl七Par七iculary
care for七he service and工WaS a li七七1e fed up wi七h i七七oo・ There
were some boys in七he service七hat give you七he same七ype of
prob|ems as∴SOme kids give you七oday in school・ They didnI七Wan七
七o workl didn't wan七七o do any七hing・ I ha七ed being away from
homeタ工guess工probab|y could have |earned七o七O|era七e it’bu七
器豊。豊藍諾s霊i豊島p諾嵩豊盤霊u豊y工笥
ou七Of七he servicel I had七o七a|k my way ou七of i七,工had to
a囲ear before,a board of officers七wice’eXP|aining to them why
工didn't wan七七o s七ay in. They had offered me a七ech-Sergean七
promo七ion and工WOu|d become七he cheif officer, nOn-COmmissioned
officer● Of七ha七who|e pe七roleum sec掠on in Topeka, Kansas.工
欝謹輩豊三豊三豊葦輩≡
of the service● We had one child● We mOVed to Comec七icu七and
s七ayed七he士e abou七a year● mOVed from one job七o ano七her, neVer
really lcould find sa七isfaction.
Wha七kind of jobs were yOu doing?
My firs七job was a carpen七erls job’I worked七here for a mon七h,
七hen七here was no more WOrk● SO I was laid off.工Went tO WOrk
for Whi七ney Chain● making links for chains’七ha七WaS the mos七
葦置監工1笥鴇w霊e器嘉1諾霊dl詰,請書as
七o七ake links which had been punched ou七by one machine, arrange
七hem● they had七O be placed in a cer七ain manner, in a forward
鵠誤読露盤p器誌三豊葦書
go七kind of fed up wi七h七ha七,七he pay waSnl七七ha七good either.
one of her unc|es offered me a job working in Bon Baking, SO工
went to Bon Baking Company for six mon七hs in packing and shipping●
There was a man航o▲WaS WOrking七here par七七ime and he was a|so
謹書eC謹書謹書nw誌霊。葦i黒部詩誌葦S #king
offered.me七O七ake some七es七S七O de七ermine if工had abili七y ln
educa七ion or whel.eVer I had abili七ies・皿e七es七indica七ed七hat
I had good |eadership quali七ies which工had lea種ned atou七in the
service. There was po七en七ial for me becoming an educa七or・ So
one day my wife and工decided七o come back home’We COuld make a
|iving righ七hereタもhere was no SenSe七rying anywhere else・ In
|a七e summer we drove back七o S七OCkho|m' We |ived wi七h Dad and Mum
for a while. I worked for Harold Anderson七ha七fa|1 in七he po七a七O
豊霊pYe #霊d嵩W謹王pS謹豊を量葦h露程董葦h
七he p9七a七OeS Wet.e a|| overタthere wasnlt七oo much going on・
applied for diesel machenic's∴SChoo| and I guess工probab|y
〃　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　臆　__　_宣
Af七er
工　had
would have been accep七edI bu七it七OOk so Iong for them七O reSPOnd・
⊥二　〇二　‾　　‾‾
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In七he mean七ime工checked aroundl工wen七七o garages to Iook for
蕊a;d。圭豊諾SI?OB晋霊a葦霊。h嵩d謹諾う七葦霊a霊
七he falll SChool had already been in session for three or four
weeks.工wen七七O See Joe Foxタhe was七he presiden七of七he For七
Kent Normal Schooll a七七he time it was called Madawaska Training
School and he accep七ed me gladly.エwas七he only ve七eran going七O
器e詰O豊q誓I豊・ w霊O盤器。‡h# #諾器。塁a豊‾
七ime in order七o help七he family'　beca-1Se七he family was growing
器# #藍豊霊。誓fg霧タ七諾h霊・pa# h誌aw誓盤r
while I was in the service.
Was tha七　around　'う6?　No, i七　COuldn'七have been.
工go七ou七Of七he service in lう41 We gO七married in Iうう, Ken was
bom in May of　'う4. Pa七was born in　'うう,工had a kid one year
apar七●　工WaS WOrking for壇ed Soucy for a whi|e●　did喜ll kinds
of odds and ends' hauled七rash● ‘Cleaned ou七|a七rinesI Cleaned out
old ou埋ouses, hauled oats, did just abou七every七hing imagineable’
worked in七he・garage as a machenic・ Worked a七J.C. PennyIs on
a par七七ime basis'　any七hing七o ge七a do11ar to he|p七he family.
At七he end of∴七wo years,七he who|e family was jus七abou七ou七of
c|o七hesI We didnlt have any money'　SO工decided七O gO七o work・
I became assis七ant manager a七J.C. PennyIs for a year●　靴ere
were cer七ain people工きus七COu|dn'七ge七along with in七hat store.
One of七hem was七he girl who was a secretary, We jus七didn'七make
i七off七Oge七herl SO工decided工wasnI七going七o s七ay七herel SO I
wen七　back七O SChool. I ’convinced myself七hもn and七here七ha七I was
going七O become an educator・ |七七ook a long七ime七O decidel SO
in |9う8,工went back to schoo| as a七hird year studen七, ⊥七WaS a
七hree year program七hen, gradua七ed in七he spring ・Of lう9. We
continued to+ive in Fort Ken七七ha七Summer and工go七a job wi七h
my uncle、 Edward IJagaSSel Who is an experienced carpen七erl they
were bui|ding houses a七七he base in Caswe|1. He offered me a job
tha七　Summer七o earn enough money to go baLCk to school● i七was a
EO霊磐i七豊a豊。譜七m詩語器豊e圭e豊C隷書豊ng・
Isle in七he fal| of　一う9, We mOVed the family to Blaine and commu七ed
七hat every dayI back and for七h●　工gradua七ed in the spring of 16O’
I was　七hir七y years o|d.
Why B|aine?
There was no o七her place for us●　We七t‘ied to live in Presque工S|e●
we cou|dnlt find a decen七　ren七.
The base was rea|1y going　七hen.
Thatls∴rightl SO there was no七七oo many houses avail争ble for∴ren七●
七ha七一s why we moved七o Blaine.
Q. You named a coup|e of your children, COuld you name the res七of
七hem now?
A. Ken is　七he o|dest, born in Iう4, hel容　married to Earline Doucette
霊。葦計器u豊窪Ⅴ…七謹n豊d蒜窪y誌。. He嵩O霊n七‡
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major in business adminis七ration・ She works a七七he Ar七hur R.
Gou|d Hospital in●工donl七know wha七you call七he division now’
she ge七S all the耽insils ready for七he operations.工guess七hey
plan七O mOVe七o七he sou七hem par七Of七he s七a七e as∴SOOn aS he finishes
school.皿ey would like七o move七O七he area around Por帆and,
probably more oppor七uni七ies, eVen’sou七hern New Hampshiie・
pa七ricia is my oldes七daugh七erタmaH'ied七o Gary Canning a b6y
fr'Om Caribou' Who工remember from school・工WaS a SCience七eacher
in Caribou' he came over七o see me a number of七imes for some help
on a projec七, 1i耽1e did工realize’then七ha七he was going七O
become my son-in-1aw. He joined七he ser.vice before he was ma調ied’
joined七he Navy’Wen七七O SChoo|sタSOme Of七he fines七SChooIs,
became an e|ec七r‘Onics specia|is七・ Hels now ou七of the service
and he works for七he hospi七als in七he Bos七On areal WOrks on
catscamers, ins七a||s七heml rePairs七hemJ keeps七hem opera七ional・
皿ey live in Derr‘y, New Hampshir?, just love i七there, have one
daugh七er'? her name is皿izabe七hl She-s our on|y grandchild.
We have七hree o七her grandchi|dren七ha七we a|mos七cal| our om●
Those are七he children of Janice Jacksonl She lived wi七h us for a
whi|e, She-s jus七1ike our daugh七erl Very CIose七o Pa七Sy and just
|ike our own daugh七er●　We almos七ca||七hose七hree children our
grandchildren, SOエguess you cou|d s!y.We聖Y? f9ur・上　　臆⊥ 」__
Carol, Who-s a nurse a七Eas七ern Main? Medica|, She wen七七o
▲　　　　　　〇〇〇　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　〇し　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　●.「J・ュ
schoo|七here recen七1y, gradua七ed |as七SPringタ　jus七|oves her
One of七he few people工know七ha七real|y enjoys wha七She's do
Jeanine is a七hird year s七uden七a七U・M・P.工・l SheIs going
social work.　Shels a socioIogy and 」.P§yCho|ogy叫aJOr・
Ro|andl he-s七he nex七七o七he o|des七窒or号he s七ays at'home,
heIs had a harder　七ime in life.
I have阻chaell hels七he younges七I he-s been七hrough qui七ea fewIe露盤霊S読。呈一言nh誌。七器盤。器謹O霊Ors磐h霊豊
七hree bQyS living a七homel and七here章s three daLugh七ers. So we
have seven childrenl七hree daugh七ers and four boys・
Q・ Could you七el| me wha七your wifeIs llame is?
A. Doris mfour. Pau| Dufour-s daugh七er from S七・ David・
Q. How did you mee七your wife?
A. |949 was七he firs七time | me七her. She me七me in |947 unknown
to me. Her uncle Medley'　Who was Orei||e書s fa七herタ1ived here in
S七ockholm' and when one of their daugh七ers got mer‘ried’Theresa,
the wedding七ook p|ace here a七Eurcka IIa|1 and七he whole family
had come down∴for七he wedding●　She remembers∴Seeing me'　but工donlt
蒜豊sS謹書rh詰w。三eg器#…黒i嵩豊富a露盤詰七Or
七oo much ac七ivi七y going on in七his par七icu|ar area a七七he time・
Oreille and I used七o　七ravel　七o dances　七o　七he French coun七ry●
Edmuns七On and Madawaska and For七　Ken七.　Tha七一s where　工me七　her’
me七her a七a dance.耽,s a small world'　工guess'　We S七ar七ed dis-
cussing re|a七ionshipsl how her and Oreille were rela七ed and wha七一
no七.　So we became kind of serious'　a七　|eas七　工　became kind of
serious at first.　Then we broke off in　七he fall of |9うO’工　wen七
in七o　七he service.　工guess i七　was 19う1, |a七七er par七　Of |9う1 we
S七阜r七ed wri七ing七o each o七her again. I came home on |eave’ gO
up and see her.　We go七　engaged in　'う2, gOt married in lうう.
????
?
?????
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Q.工s she from a large family?
A●謹七窪認諾ni轟蒜family・軌even of七hem were liv主ng un皿
Q. Could you name七hem, Or WOuld you ra七her b.ave her name七hem?
A・工　can name七hem・ The oldest one is RonaldJ mar'ried to Mabel
Pelle七ier.’ they live in New Bri七ianl Connec七icut. He works for
Pra七七and Whi七ney Aircraftタ　a COmPany Which工　would have liked
≡畿霊誓書講読嵩三豊=謹r請書嵩…
SChoolタ　七ha七七hey cal|ed meタWan七ing me七o go down and work for
七hem.　Bu七　工　wasnl七going back.
皿e nex七七o七he oldes七タ　a mOn七h difference wi七h my age●
Wi||ard married七O C|air'　七hey |ive in Connec七ic心七.
The next ・Oldes七is Gilmanl he |ives in Sou七hington'　Connec七icu七;
七herels Joell he lives in Plainvi1|e; Ber七who died in 1976; there
WaS Angelaタmarried七o ’Eldon'皿ibeau'　軸ey live in Enfield;七here's
ano七her. boy,　　　　he lives in Eas七Har七ford; Bemade七七eタma調ied
七o George Olay’|ives in S七・ John, New Brunswick, he書s an adjus七er
for an insurance company; Joyce Mar七in' She,s七he baby of七he familyl
She-s married七o Frank Martin of Frenchville'七hey om七he Martin
葦諾諾i需謹三豊誌器量謹露盤三豊
Sary　七hey` Celebra七ed in 1976.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　.
Q. Is she s七’il|　alive?
A. Oh, ye霞.
Q. She lookS very familiar.
A・ Melba・ She lives righ七across the road from Frank Mar七in-s.
Melba S十. Amand.
(主　Do you know her grandparen七一s names?
A・ No’ but she does・ Is she s七ill on七he phone?
Q. Well’ WeIll ca七ch her la七er.
Where did you go to church?
A. St. Theresa,s.
Q・ When you s七ar七ed going, WaS七he church buil七七hen?A ’欝三七三三三龍三三三聖楽三三葦聖
書　　　　　　　　　　〔
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A. *難詰n詣in# h#uaw豊e盤器詰b豊豊EyO蕊a荒ur.
played cards・ He just loved to p|ay cards’Charlemagne eSPeCially,.
his partner waSn'七making七he righ七moves, he go七upse七With his
par七ner and七he oneB七hat were With him'七ha七一s the only七ime you
noticed tha七he go七upse七・ He was a Very religous man,工COnSidered-
him a saintl a Very Sain七Iy man.
Q. Do you know where he went af七er he |ef七Stockholm?
A. He |eft here and went七O Wa|1agrass.
Q. Was he ever made monsignor?
A.曹e霞.
Q. He was the monsignor here from Madawaska then?
A・豊th。器。霊。aE薄羅h謂韓謹書。豊窪h蕊講豊gnor
cyr arrived at Fort Ken七, and he was at`七he parish in Madawaska,
s十. Thomas in Madawaska for a whi|e・工donl七七hink they are eVen
rela七ed.皿is George Cyr七ha七WaS PaS七or here came from Watervi11e,
he came from a family of bridge bui|ders● in fac七, he was qui七e a
。em。n七man. Each pries七七hat have come h誓e have.尊皇⊥皇Pa聖i繕‡誓
doing●　Tha七WaS his∴SPeCial士七y・工f七here
aying or cemen七POuring’七ha七WaS his
t
請c請i綜‾誌m請壷elsもiモwas in七he‾area of carpen七ry or
grounds or∴SOme皿ng |ike tha七・ I remember he came here in 19う7
or lef七here in 19う7.
Q. And he had been here for七hirteen years?
A.甘es.
Q. He would have to cOme in |924七hen・
A.皿a七Is not correc七　ei七her.
Q. The church was buil七in |928・
A. Fa七her Cremi11orI WaS here・ I think 'う7 is∴righ七, he came in lう7
and lef七in...　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　‘
thing tha七　七he
WaS any　七ype o
Q. 19う0?
A. |9うOl he left beforel when I |e耽七o go in七o the service. Fath.er
Augey∴WaS herel he had been here for∴七WO yearS・
Q. Wba七priest married you?
A.工WaSn'七married here in S七OCkholm● I was married in St・ mVid,
Ff3ther Soucy married us●
Q.阻s。. A|ber七書We already have your bro七hers and sis七ers’COuld you
name your grandparen七S?
?????? ? ? ????
I　　　　　′◆
ノ′・〃 ∴1 -26_ 詳　空言」や事,書芸‡了二
.‡ ∴ /
lヽ●
Å・ #器霊鳥O嵩nh盤謹e詰Ei諾晶r。m。mb罰苦,Ia霊m嵩y
eigh七。豊Sm謹。盤ns三豊d謹・fath。r is Paul St. Amand.工had
every七hing on a p|eCe Of paperl　工had七hem on both sides.
Q. Were they both from S七. David?
A.　　　　　　　　was from St. Davidl and my mo七her was from S七・ Aga七ha・
Q. Were　七here any stories　七ha七　came down in your family about where
your family was from or any七hing like七hat?
A.工　never really asked.
Q.冊.a七　abou七you Roland, Were there any島ories abou七　where your
family was from?
A. Dad mentioned a, number of七imes　七ha七he though七　We haLd come from
Acadia, bu七七ha七WaS all his own inven七ion・ His real tieS were
around S七●　Aga七ha●　He knew an awful lo七Of people a[.Ound七he
S七●　Agatha areal Chasses especia||y.皿erels∴re|ation there
be七ween　七he Chasses and七he Alber七s’ but　工　canlt connec七　the two
薄…塁‡㌫七) A 。。uP|。 。f y。arS ag。 。r a y。ar ag。, W。 Star七。d
七aking names and every七ime we wou|d go home and ask Mom and Dad
abou七　七heir families and we　七1'aCed　七hem as far back as we　6ould.
We had七hem on a piece of paperl I donl七know where tha七　paper
is.
Q. Did any of your parents work in’七he mill?
A. (Mr. Albert) My I)ad wot.ked in七he mi|| for a while,工think it
was a summerI七WO SummerS●　He came and lived wi七h七he Jim Gagnon
residence wi七h was on　エake S七ree七.
Q. He didnlt enjoy working in the mi|l?
A●　He prefered working on a farm and working in the woods to working
in　七he mi||.
Q. You say there was∴SOme七all stories abou七七he mill?
A. Oh yes●　a |ot of people have |os七their |ives●　eSPeCially in the
七ower where they made七he.●●in the veneer mil|l Where they used to
pu七　七he logs in and let七hem soak in ho七wa七er mixed with acid・
工guess七hey used土七　七o debark or∴SOften it up so they could make
i七into shee七s as七hey pu七i七on |a七hes. A |0七of people |os七
their　|ives.
Q. Fa||ing in the　七ank.
A. They七o|d a s七ory of one guy who froll in and i七　just happened七ha七
i七　WaS a Weekend and　七hey had jus七　shut　七he fumace doun, the wa七er
WaS COld.　As he hi七　七he wa七er he was∴Sure he was gone, he hi七　CO|d
Wa七er, SO he lived　七o　七ell abou七i七.
Q. †うe。WaS lucky.
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Å. One of七he people　七ha七　died　エ　guess was Wi||ie P|ourde.　There
WaS also a Wi工lie’Rossignol　七hat died in　七hat.
Q.,Seems to me　七here was a Derosier　七OO.
A. Qui七e a few people los七　their lives.　工七　was unguarded and
especially in七he wih七er七ime when　軸ere was a lo七　Of fog or
S七eam in七ha七　particular area, i七　was easy endugh　七o walk righ七
in七O it’ yOuld never know wha七hi七　you.　Some of七hem工　donl七
七hink they ever found, ju霞七　COOked.
Q. There was acid in　七ha七　water too.
A. Yes’ Sulphuric acid.　He never worked in the mil| very long.　One
Of　七he jobs　七hat he had to help the family ou七　Whi|e七he years were
bad on　七he.farm was　七o haul mail from S七OCkho|m　七o Guere七te. ‘He
had an old Essex　七hat he used in　七he summer　七ime.　He didnI七　use
the car al|　七he‘七ime either’ in　七he ’beginning　工　donlt　七hink he
COuld afford a car so he had a pony which he a七七ached　七O a’七WO
Wheel gig. He used七o make i七up to Guere七七e and back in　七wo,
七hree hours. IJef七　ar.ound noon七ime, WaS back in ear|y af七ernoon,
enough　七ime　七o work on　七he farm.　He used a s|ed in the winter
七ime, Sma11 s|ed. He did七ha七　for qui七e a few years.
Now where were we...
(Mrs. Ålber七) My grandfa七her on my mo七her-s∴Side married七Wice.
工　WaS abou七　七hree years old when he died.　工　never knew my grand-
mo七her.　We donl七　七alk七oo much abou七i七, my mO七her would men七ion
i七　now and　七hen.
Q. Were you one of七he younget‘ Children in your family?
A.工一m one of the o|dest.
Q.皿e younger ones heard even less.
A. Tha七-s righ七.　The kids wanted七O　七race back a few years ago in
SCh○○l.
(距. Alber七) Her father's name was Paul, he was七he son of Joseph
Dufour who was　七he son of Abraham mfour, and thatls as far as we
have been able to go back on her fa七herls side.　Her gt‘andmo七herIs
name was Flavie, i七　doesnI七give her maiden name, She died in 1940.
Tha七Is all we know there.　Some of　七he chi|dren, bro七hers and
Sis七ers of Mr. Dufour.
Q. Which Mr. Dufour was　七ha七?
A. Her fa七hel., Paul.　There was Josephine, ‡七hink she was the oldest
Of　七he daughters.　There was O|ive, Ninaタ　Alice, Ber七ha, Lizanne,
.Jeanet七e’ Marie.　There were only　七hree boys: Medley; Ernes七, Who
is∴S七i||　a|ive; and Pau|.　Med|ey passed away in　|94う.
This one person tha七　工　forgo七　on my motherIs∴Side.
Q. Now your七alking abou七　your mo七herl.s side?
A. Yes. Romeo.　I never knew Romeo.
Q. Rom?O WOuld be an uncle’ yOu mean?
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A・豊葦謹罷譜欝器謹詰h≡≡三豊
never met himl a|though工did meet some people from Pineland・
I guess we've named jus七abou七al|.・・ On her mo七herls∴Side, her
mother's grandp轟en七・・やS. Paul S七・ Amand arrdhe died in |9う6’hels
霊譜#。G豊h器墨壷t蒜n豊#霊・A詩聖|s三豊a,
all girlsl there were four girls and two boys・ Nei| who is deceased’
and Eric who lives in Madawaska. He wo|‘ked in七he mi11s many years
and retired from the mills.皿atIs about a11 we know on geneoIogy.
(聴s. Alber七)工had七WO Of my bro七hers who worked in the mi|1s in
豊㌢k缶e器。O葦霊謹O藍e書誌七盤。‡霊七悪書。豊e
worked七here for quite a few years.
(聴. Alber七) My grandmo七her's mo七her's name, my grandmo七her Laura
Bourgoineタher mo七her was Maryanne Ouel士e七七e’‘.and my grandfather
on my mo七her's∴Side who was named George'　WaS七he son of Zephan
IJagasse.
Q∴You've been七a|king about your fa七her working in the mi11s, about'
七he七anks and things |ike tha七● did you eve富hear of any complaintes
or old songs wri七ten abou七anyone wh-O fe|| in the tanks or any七hing
like. tha七?
A.討0.
Q. Were七here any other∴StOries youlve heard abou七七he mills, O七her
・七han peop|e fa||ing in the七anks?
A. Tha七,s abou七all I remember abou七七he mil|s.
Q. Were you eVer in七he mi11s?
A. Nol the mi||s were comp|etely demolished by七he time工WaS Old
enough●　The only七hing七hat工recall of the mill is the foundation
on which七hey |a七er buil七a sawmill七ha七was owned by Sam An七worth
詰H満塁#e磐i謹言墨書。=u豊tEa:a議書。霊豊七o
foundation where七hey used to have a huge fur.nace to heat up七he
water for the mills. The on|y mi||工remember in exis七ence is the
shing|e mi|1タtha七WaS OWned by Sam Co|1ins, and七he lumber mill・
Q. Where was tha七　|ocated?
A.皿at was Iocated on the north side of the river, eaS七Of the bridge・
皿a七burned’七he last七ime i七burnedI七hey moved七he sawmil| to
C祖でibou.
Q. Do you remember when that was?
A. That was in 1940...i七was in七he war year魯I14うOr 144.
Q. Do you remember七he c|o七hespin mil|?
A. NoI I've heard abou七・it・皿ere were five mi|1s at one time I guess・
There ’Was the shingle mil|, 1umber mill, C|o七hespin mill, Veneer
mil|...wha七　was the o七her one...
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Q. Cou|d there have been more七han one lumber mi||?
A. Yes, PrObably.
Q. We-11 start七a|king abou七holidays a li七七Ie bit now・ How did you
used　七o celebra七e New Years?
A. As a boy?
Q.甘e容.
A. Very.quietly.
Q. Did you go around visi七ing o七her fami|ies?
A.豊si嵩m欝。h…Ⅴ諾土塁e謹謹評語七hgn謹。# P露盤…ta#
fa七her were very c|ose　七o Fa七her Cyr.
Q. Wha七　WaS the rectory　|ike?
A. I七一s∴Still upl Vhere De|mar Brisse七七e |ives now・工七hasnl七・Changed
much.
Q. Was it a pre七ty grand house?
A. Oh, yeS.
Q. One of　七he grandest houses in　七own?
A●　We||l it was grander七han ours●　I七had nice hardwood f|oors al|
七hroughoutl　七he lates七in七apestry・軸e housekeeper k色p七it
emacula七e a七　a|l　七imes, Miss Rose Boucher from Aubum, She was
his housekeeper●　The七wo fami|ies were vet.y cIose・　工never
Visited Ca|ifornia very muchI but I remember my mother and
fa七het‘七aking off early moming by s|edl they wou|d have七wo or
three seats on tha七　SledJ七hey would pick up coup|es along the
Way and drive al| the way up七o Californiaタ　Visit wi七h七hemタ
play cards un七il ten or eleven oIcIock a七nigh七l七hen head back・
Q. This would be jus七　any　七ime?
A・ #e詰n。fh:。豊詰i霊, ‡嵩i器.ma器a豊C謹書琵r
Wen七タi七　wasn一七　七oo many fami|ies七hat we visi七ed・ As a young
ma,n　工　Visi七ed七he P|ourde family qui七e oftenl PrObably the reason●
there were gir|s　七here.　Rachael and Joyce.
Q. A Io七　of　七hem too.
●　● .
● .購
A. No,工,m no七　七a|king abou七・七his family up her`e,工,m七alking about
A|ber七　P工ourde,s family.　TheyIr‘e bo七h deceased●　They were Albert
and Elfreda P⊥ourde.　Her aun七タ　Yvonneタ　WaS a Place　工used七o go
to a lo七.　We had par七ies　七here.　Tha七一s probab|y the place where
the young folk co11ected.
書　　　　　　　　　　　く
Q・ They used七o have soirees and七hings　七here?
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A. Yes.　She had a good number of records・
Q. A|1 Eng|ish?
A. Nol a lot of French songs・
Q. 01d French songs or fairly recen七　ones?
A. Old French ones, Old French medleys.
Q.冊a七　kind of dances would you do　七o　七hem?
A. Wa|七zes most|y.
Q. Did you ever know anyone who did jig or reel or anything |ike七hat?
A●　Nol yOu'd have七o travel up coun七ry for七ha七・工donl七think there
WaS anyOne in town who was a J|gger・
Q.皿ere are a lo七of people in town who knew jiggers from Guere七te・
How did you ce|ebrate Chris七mas?
A. At home wi七h七he fami|y. We七ried to visi七七he grandparentS in
Guere七七e when七hey lived therel Of course when七hey moved ou七l
七ha七　was out. We visited軸_e IJagaSSe Sideタ　七ha七WaS mOre Of七en
We usually spen七our Chris七mas a七home・ We七ried七o invite
rela七ives七o our p|acel for a very good reasonl it was difficult
to trave|　any great distance with a family because七here was
always∴SOme Chores to be done a七七he house・ We had a farm●　We
kep七ca七tle and someone had七o s七ay七here and七ake care of i七・
If you wen七on any Sunday tripsI Wen七anywherel yOu had to come back
before evening and make sure七ha七the cows were mi|ked and fed・
We kept horsesI We kept cowsI We kep七PlgS・
Q. You didnl七have a hired man to take care of i七.
A. No hired man, tha七一s righ七.
Q. Did you go to midnigh七mass on Christmas?
A●　Yesl七ha七WaS a|ways something七o |ook forward七o・
Q. Did you have revil|on after?
A. Oh yes.
Q. What wou|d you do a七　revi||on?
A. Stuff our face.
Q. You used　七o have a meal　七hen?
Å. We usua|1y had a chicken s七ew af七er mass.
Q. Chicken s七ew and p|oyes,七ha七　七ype of七hing?
A. Oh y鵬,.,.a real f6as七∴
Q.靖ow la七e would you go　七o bed?
?????
??
? ?
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A●　Ohl tWO Or七hree in the moming・ We go七o bed a lo七|a七er七han
tha七七oday●　One of the few nights that we s七ayed up・
Q. When would gifts be opened?
A.工n the momingl Chris七mas moming・ We had to wait un七il San七a
Claus go七around●　We made sure七O hang up our stockings・
Q. Did you celebrate Mar.di Gras?
A. N0.
Q. Did you ever see any kids runnin.g around in cos七umes or any七hing?
A. Ⅳ0.
Q. Wha七　about IJen七, WaS　七ha七　a big　七hing?
A. We had our own Parish Pl'ies七タ　七here was∴SOm隼軸i鴫going on every
悪霊a霊r窪諾a詳S霊h‡r…e#塁n誓韓。†heA薄暮・aggf。f
four七een,工　joined the choir, and I've been in七he choir ever
since.工1earned to play the organ on my own and工lve been an
organist since I was four七een years old in the churchl and For七
Ken七.
Q. ,Did you ever ce|ebrate micareme?
A. N0.
Q. Wha七　WaS Easter like?
A. Has七er w争S a relief from IJen七・ When工WaS grOWing upl fasting was
七he七hing and we kep七S七ric七adherence七o tha七I didnl七　eat any
譜。e器P霊,…u豊thi:譜…n諾ti露盤h芋。書誌dw詰O霊,
los七our priestI七ha七　Changed our lifes七yle a li七七Ie bit・
Q. In wha七　way?
A. Wellタ　We Only had church services when he offered七hem. We became
a mission. The pries七　was |oca七ed in Sacred Hear七・ Of course his
鴇器‡ #t豊富i器#誌。器sW詰a‡edgnT謙n3器。諾窪: W毒h。
Blessed Sacr'ament WaS SOme七hing we used七o a七tend every Sunday
evening'　七hatIs ou七●　|　donIt七hink we have’-had Blessed Sacrament
mee七ing since before I wen七in　七he serv|Ce.
Q. You used　七o have　七ha七　every Sunday evening?
A. re碧.
Q. And mos七　people wou|d at七end?
Å. Yes’ i七　was a p|ace　七o go’ in　七hose days　七here was no TV.　工七　was
a ch亀nce, it was no七　only a r‘eligious exercise, bu七i七　WaS a Chance
fo亨PePP|e　七o get　七Oge七her.　We used七〇　have ge七　七oge七herS after
七he services in七he ha|l, Played cards’ SerⅤed food.　Thatls why
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we are so obeSe.　We had movies, On Sunday evening we had movies.
Q. Wha七　abou七　fe七e dieu?
A. Which is When?　工一ve heard of i七.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　,
Q. I七一s in June.
A●　NoJ　七ha七Is never been a big七hing here.
Q. Did　七hey ever have a procession?-
A●　We used七o have a procession●　bu七　工　donl七recal| tha七i七　was on
七ha七　par七icular feas七.
Q. Wha七　WOu|d七he procession be |ike, WOu|d i七go through town? ‘
Å●　NoJ nO. The longes七七he procession ever wasI WaS a七rek ou七Side
the church on one of七he paths around裏　neX七七o軸e rec七ory and
七hen back in七o　七he church again.
(主　Were you an altar boy then?
A.甘e8.
Q. Do you remember exactly what happened in七hese process|OnS, Were
七he peop|e firs七?
A. The pries七　WaS firs七.
Q. The pries七was firs七and did he have七he b|essed sacrament?
A. Oh ye8.
Q. Was he under a canopy?
A.曹e容.
Q. A|七ar boys wi七h candles, Crufix a七　七he beginning?
A. Yes.
(主　Were　七here any nuns around?
A. No’ We didnlt have any nuns.
Q. So the choir would probab|y go behind him.
A. Behind七he pries七　and七he aco|y七es.
Q. And the people.
4七h of July’ WaS　七hat a big ho|iday?
A. Never a big holiday.
Q. Thanl[Sgiving?　.　・
A・ No七言語her七han wi七h七he family・工t was usually a fami|y affair●
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Q.工七WaSn-t a re|igious∴缶ffair?
A. No.
Q. What about maple sugar七ime?班d you ever go七O maPle sugar camp?A・三豊議諜C叢書善書器量三豊鴇書
I wen七oncel We Stayed七here七hree daysタmade a whole ba七ch of
sugar and headed backタ　Carried it back on our backs.
Q. Would you ge七Sugar in七he spring and s七ore i七and use i七thrbugh
七he res七Of the year or waS i七SOme七hing special?
A. I七was something specia|● i七was a spring七ime specia|・ We never
had七ha七much money anyway七o stock up on i七and we never produced
it ourselves. I七WaS a form of livelihood for himJ SO Whatever
he madel he eithe[‘ gaVe aWay Or SO|d‡ he七ried七o sel| mos七Of i七・
Those sugar campS Were nO七as modem as七hey are七oday’We had七O
pu七a pail of some kind under each七ree and we would h.ave to go up
either by sleigh or pu|| a sled i七Se|f or bring a horse, fil|七he
bar‘rels and hau| it in. Most of the time i七WaS foo七workl |o七of
三豊≡謹言謹書豊。議書露盤藍: d
qui七e an opera七ion・皿e七hing is fed righ七in to a cen七ral p|ace
by p土pe.
Q. Are there any businesses around七own七ha七you par七icularly remember?
A. There was always七he AndersonIs S七orel S七i11 in exis七ence・ Tha七
WaS a grOCery S七Ore.
Q. Was tha七　a mee七ing place?
A. No. You mean wi七h the o|d po七S七ove in the middle of七he f|oor?
Tha七Is before my time.
Q. Was七here any place where peop|e would七end七O mee七in town?
A. F。geユ・in's∴S七ore is one that I remember・ That was a big s七ore, i七Is
now the museum.
Q. Wou|d everyorie mee七there or wou|d七hat be七he p|ace where七he
French me七I Or七he Swedish met?
A..|七was not a prearranged mee七ing, We jus七happened七o mee七Whoever
was in the store. You七a|ked abou七prob|ems you were having on七he
farm or prob|ems you were having wi七h七axes● tha七Is been an age old
PrOblem anywayl S七i|| is・
Q. Wha七kind of en七er七ainmen七did you have when you were young?　Mos七|y
Chores’ huh?
A. A Io七　of七ha七. We had a radioタ　bu七　We Were nO七七he firs七　fami|y in
town to・・have a radio.　The firs七　radio I reca|l seeing was o沼icd
by Dick Jenne七七eタ　Who was an old re七ired railroad man・　He had one
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an 61d Victro|aタRCA Vic七rolaタ七hat had a big speaker on it, WaS
opera七ed wi七h a ba七七ery. When七he ba七七ery went dead’Of cours.e
豊葦諾豊富。蕊謹‡.ra呈藍…S藍f露盤yw器霊d
had on　七he farm.
Q. Tha七mus七have been really something・
A. I七　Sure WaS.
Q. Wha七had you done before七henタdid you do a lo七Of reading? Go
墨畳語嵩a鴇書で詳1W諾k謹yd諾聖霊諾盤諾h器
and tend七hem and milk七hem●　Most of七he七ime工did七ha七myse|f.
I remember doing that before going七o school in the morning and
七hat was the firs七order of business when工go七back from schoo|
a七nigh七●　We didn一七have七OO many |igh七S SO We didnl七Stay uP七oo
|ate in　七he even|ngS anyWay.
Q. Did your pal.en七s tel| you many s七ories?
A・謹。#n器謹i嵩#。豊富盤・詰a詩語。荘m # a
hadn一七received that much schooling● he was able七o write his
name very we||●七ha七一s about al| he cou|d wri七e・ How he 6Ver
learned mathma七ics● I don'七knowl he was a pre七ty good mathema七一
ician.
Q. Probably by playing caz)ds・
A. Probably., Before七he radio came in七o our home, Mum spen七a ld七
of七ime readingl ei七her French s七ories or軸glish s七ories’Whaもー
ever kind of books∴She was able七o ge七・ Many of them came from
the rec七oryl Father George CyrI aS工remember’had a pre七七y good
library●　工f there were any books tha七Were COming ou七七ha七Were
good booksl he bough七to bui|d up七he library・
Q. Wou|d o七her peop|e borrow them a|so?
A. Yes. She read aユーOt Of stories and many of七hem were in French・
工七WaS almos七Iike a seria| Qn the radioI She would read one or
七WO Chapters in one evening and七he following evening she woul。
霊豊詳s豊富霊gsy3豊n講a器e豊器豊里h霊i|dren
became jus七as in七erested as Dad was・ Tha七WaS uSually七he七hing
b。1i。,。r i叩。y。r. W。 al| kn。藍嵩k霊#iyD#dW誌i謹言m
we did before we wen七　to bed.
prayersl and七hen we wou|d si七down and |is七en七o Mum read the
story and off七o bed we wen七・
Q. You men七ioned bo調owing books from七he pries七タWaS i七mos七1y French
people who borrowed books from七he pries七Or did everyone?
A. French, Cat.ho|ic families.
Q. Where would　七he Swedish peop|e ge七　七heirs?
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A. Probab|y from七he school |ibrary’they had a pre七七y good |ibrary
or from七hBir own church.
Q. So the pries七SerVed as a |ibrarian七oo七hen?
Q. Anyone in your family play an ins七rumen七?
A. In my fami|yl Sisters and brothers?
A. My youngeS七bro七her p|ays七he planO Very We|1, he's a se|f七augh七
piまnis七・ My yomgeS七Sis七er is a pianis七, Organis七・
(主Did they |eam批S While they were home or af七er七hey |ef七home?
A. =hink Roger |eamed firs七Of all on七he accordian'七ha七WaS∴a七
homel he leamed軸at on his own,七hen he became in七erested in七he
盤・ wa霊|諾。藍ng Iu盤需S豊書誌霊霊諸島
didn●t jibe七〇ge七her・ I'd七ake七he lesson on七he piano and七he
七ouch is different’SO I wen七back to make my preSen七a七ion and
lleVer had the righ吊ouch for七he piano. I go七rea||y upse七With
七ha七and I just gaVe i七up・工decided when I was gOing七O leam
musicI I was going to do i七my way, SO I'm a self七augh七Organis七・
I can listen七O SOmething and I p|ay i七On the organ and I make
my om accompianmen七・
Q. Did you have muSic in your home?
(古一No one in your fami|y p|ayed anything a七home?
A. NoI nO七When工WaS grOWing up.
(Mrs. Alber七) Roger did play・ after you Were gOne, bu七Roger did
(盤yA誌器) But h。・s r。ferring七o if there waS a muSician in七he
house. Dad probab|y knew a few chords' bu七he was neVer ab|e七o
P|ay any七une3.
Q. .Did your mo七her or fa七her' Sing?
A. Dad has been a singer in church ever Since I remember・
Q. Did he sing very many SOngS七ha七have been paSSed down through
his family?　O|d songs?　　　　　　　　　　　　　　.
A.冊,輔ere∴am∴租‥few T rQ両l, b両.工fon'七know a1吊he word吊〇
七hem.　Therel籍　One ’tha●じI.‥
Q.冊l yOu know軸e hames of輔em?
A. No.肌e ope軸aも工remember goes: (says it in French on七aT)e)・
師_S WaS a七une七ha七they harmonizedl i七took two Voices to sing
i七l・ usually a male and a female. My Åunt Mar七ha and Uncle鎚die
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used七o sing七ha七　jus七beau七ifu|1y.皿ere at‘e a few of七he verses
I donl七　recall.
Q. Have you ever heard‘ anyone sing Evange工ine?
A● Ohl yeS●　Aun七Mar七ha and Uncle Eddie used to sing七ha七a lot・
Q・ And　七hey were from?
A. Gueret七e.
Q. Because ver.y few peop|e here in Stockholm七ha七工,ve spoken七O
remember hearing Evange|ine sung.
A. They could sing七ha七beau七ifully. My Grandfather Albertl Joe, nO七
my real grandfa七her, bu七七he one who married my gr.andmo七her’uSed
七o sing some of七he French songs. Of course whenever七he family
me七, ei七her for a wedding or for jus七a family ge七七Ogether’ I can'
remember Grandpa singing.
Q. When he sang how would he go abou七　doing itl WOuld he have七O be
COaXed　七o s|ng?
A. I supposel there was always a certain amount of coaxing・
Q. Did he s七and up when he sang?
Å. NO’ he used to si七　down.
Q. Wou|d he excuse himself when he finished?
A. No.
Q. Never said excuse a la a七　七he end?
A. No.
(古　Did you ever hear anyone sing any complain七es?I七　would be a song
七ha七　would s七art off and say llI」is七en everyone　工　Wan七　to　七ell you
abou七"...a murder or a death or some　七ragedy.
A. N。.　There was one song I guess abou七　a young
on七ape). It七el|s abou七Wha七ha囲ens　七o her
WaS One Of　七he songs.
輯記霊請書諾h
Q. Tha七　SOunds like a complain七e, i七一s kind of like a his七ory.　Did
SOme七hing　七ragic happen　七o　七he gir|　|a七er on?
A. Yes.　Then　七here was a|so　七he s七ory of　七he two Ioversタ　もhe song
abou七the two |overs of whom七he paren七S didnl七approve. The fa七he
had bui|七　a huge　七ower in order to keep his daugh七er away from her
boyfriend●　富hey ended up wi七h●　he　七ook his own life and she did
七he same thing.
Do you reme珊ber in七he song where　七hese people were from?
置　　　　　　　　　　　く
Ⅳ〇二
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
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That could be a very, Very O|d song, PaSSed down　七hrough　七he
family.
It is a very old song●　工used七o know i七by hear七　七ool bu七itls a
long　七ime since I sang i七.
Do you know of anyone who has ever wri七七en it down?
No.
Do you’know of anyone who might remember it?
I　七hink probably if　工　tried hard enough　工　WOuld remember i七.
Do you suppose you cou|d　七ry wri七ing i七　down as you remember i七?
Sure.
IIl|　be七i七　WOuld come back.
工　wouldnlt be able to do it for you right now.
For sure, nO PrOblem at all.
Did your mo七her used七o,make pIoyes?
Tha七一s kind of a foolish question because welve already talked
abou七it.
Oh, yeS, at leas七　once a day.　She used　七O have a bucke七.　She
WOuld make　七he dough in and let it sour to produce levin for　七he
next batch.
PIoyes du　|evin.
Yes.　She always had a ba七ch of　七ha七in　七he sink somewheres.
She must have made it with wa七er.
甘es.
Mrs. Alber七, how do you make your pIoyes?
I make minel　|　donl七　keep du levin. I use baking powder in mine●
And water?
In wa七er and then I pu七　SOme Warm Wa七er in.
(Mr. Albet.t) she mixes i七in co|d wa七er.
Wha七　about pies, What kind of p|eS did your mo七her used　七o make?
(聴. Alber七) oh,七he app|e pie.‥
Canadian p|eS?
I donlt know wha七　a Canadian T)ie is.
Canadian pies would be like sugar piesl raisin T)iesl maPle syrup
P|eS’ things like tha七.
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A. She made sugar p|e and raisin piel bu七七he app|e pie was七he number
one. we had our- OWn aPPle orchardl She used七o pu七　SOme uP aS
PreSerVeS for七he win七er mon七hs・
Q. Did she ever dry any apples?
A. No, the neighbors across七he street used七o,聴S. Nickerson.工
remember going visi七ing over there and the whole ki七chen around
the s七ove was lined up with lines from one wall七O the o七her and
七hey were all fil|ed up wi七h app|es. You jus七PaSS a needle
through七hem and hang them up・
Q. In s|ices?
A. In s|ices.
Q. Did you ever used to make bignets?
A. Ohl yeS●　In the spring七ime especially・
Q. Woul,d it be around any∴Par七icular holiday?
A●　During七he maple seasonI maPle sugar time・ They always managed七o
buy ei七her七he syrup itself or buy the hard sugar cubes,七hen flake
七hat dom? melt i七On七he s七ove in wa七erl七hen make七he bigne七S・
Q.恥.ose mus七have been real|y special.
A.豊七号詰。a豊器#黒i譜…ry器等f。豊s器.PrObably an
Q. Was there any other type of七hing tha七used七o be really special?
Did you have七ortierre a七Chris七mas or any七hing like七hat?
A. We donlt make　七hose.
Q. Did you ever make po七一en-PO七?
A. Wha・七is　七ortierre, mea七　P|eS?
私.甘e篭.
A. Mum used to make meat p|eS.
〔古　Wi七h pork or beef?
. A|ber七) Those she would make special, mincemea七, arOund
was the name of七hose pies七ha七She used to make・‥mincemeat・
Alber七) But　七hat's not the same.
Alber七) No, nOt the same as七ortierre・　　　　　　　　　.
holiday8.
Q. Did she make any pork pies?
A. Yes.
u. Did she.-eVer make any p|eS Where she had seven kinds of mea七in it?
●
??????????
?
?
?
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A●　Not to my know|edge. I donI七know what　七he seven kinds of meat
cou|d have been. We had pork and beef and |amb.
Q. Venison and moose meat.
A. Dad was not a'・hunterl工　donl七七hink he-s ever shot a gun in his
lif色.
Q. What abou七you,聴s. Alber七, have you ever heard of po七一en-POt Or
any七hing like　七ha七?
Å●　Yesl　工lve heard abou七i七・
Q. A Io七　of people only used七hree kinds. But　工keep asking七his
question around here and no one knows abou七itl bu七PeOPle from
七he valley‥.
A. (Mrs. Albert) would七ha七　be |ike...
Q●　Set po七some七imes七hey ca|l i七・ It would be七hree or four kinds of
meat wi七h po七a七oes and onions・ It comes ou七almos七|ike a lasagnal
itls∴SO thickl differen七1ayers of mea七● it cooks for a long七ime・
A. (Mrs. Albert) I've heard abou七　七ha七.
Q. What about s七ews?
A. Chicken stews, beef stews.
Q. Any rabbi七　S七ews?
A.肘0.
(主　Wha七　about cre七on?
A. Those were delicious'　S七ill are.
Q. Would七hat be just a七　Slaughtering time?
A. She wou|d make enough:to　|ast for a whi|e.
Q.冊ere wou|d it be s七ored, in　七he roo七　cellar?
A. Noタi七　was∴s七ored in　七he refrigera七or.
録. Of course. I keep　七hinking of your paren七s’ grandparen七s.
Å●　My grandparen七S PrObab|y would have s七ored it in *he spring・　They
had a cabin over七he springタi七　was a sT)ring house・　The七empera七ure
軸.ere was cool enough to keep七hings.軸a七一s where　七hey keT)●き　七heir
milkl　七hey had a me七al con七ainer●　I remember it had a smal|　g|ass
On the side, yOu COuld see　七he level of　七he con七en七S inside.　After
miユ.king　七hey T)Oured　七he milk in七o　七his container and　七hey wou|d put
i七in七he spring.珊e cream wou|d rise to the七op and i七had a
SP|gO七　a七　七he bo七tom　七o le七　七he milk ou七タ　then　七hey kep七　the cream
七o make bu七ter. .∴∴∴.
CL。 Yo竜mus七have so|d a lo七of your milk.
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A. NoI We SO|d bu七七er on our farm・　My mo七her was one of the better
but七er makers in the community.　She had no problem se|ling but七er.
Q. Did she make swee七　bu七七er or did she salt it down?
A. Sal七.
Q. What.did you do with the milk, yOu muS七have had an awful lo七　of
milk.
A. Åfter七he milk had been sepera七ed’ We fed軸e mi|k七o the cat七1e,
the calf or the hogs or we even gave some　七o the chickens.　We
kep七　a fair amoun七　for drinking purposes.　Some of the crea耶　WaS
used on the　七able for coffee or for pu七七ing on七OP Of pies or
SWee七S.
Q. You used to put cream on pi喜s?
A. Oh-ye轡.
Q. Whipped cream?
A. No, jus七　cream.　We had i七　ei七her way’ bu七　most of　七he　七ime i七
WaS in　|iquid form.
Q. Wha七　kind of pie would you put cream on?
A. Any kind, b|uebel.ry, and s七rawberry and raspberry pies.
Q. Did she ever make tarte me|asse?
A. No.　She made molasses cookies.　Mum made a lot of molasses cookies.
軸a七　used七o be a special i七em too.　Dad used七o buy molasses by
七he five ga11on pail.　He would aユ.so　七ry　七o buy　七he barrelタ　When
the barrel go七　cIose　七o the bo七tom.　You could always reprocess
Wha七　was lef七　as a raiser in the bo七七om of　七he barrel.　She raised
more mo|asses or made kind of　七affy ou七　of it, and used the barrel
to col|ec七　wa七er outside for spraying purposes.
Q. I)id you know of anyone who made bagosse?
八. My fa七her was not a drinking man, he jus七　de七es七ed i七　Wi七h a
T)aSSion, SO he never made　七he bagosse.
Q. :Did you ever know anyone around who made i七?
A. (Mrs. Alber七) My fa七her did.
(主　Your fa七her made bagosse?
A. (阻. Albert) He sure did.　He∴made home made brew七oo.
Q. Wha七　ねs　七he difference be七ween homemade brew and bagosse?
A. (聴s. Alber七) Brew would be beer, he made七ha七.
(主∴Did he ’-ever make a spr.uce beer?
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A. No.
Q. Did you ever know of anyone who used七o make cheese?
A. (Mr. Alber七)肌e only family七ha七工know in七own wou|d be the
悪書#i盤i葦h誓号e.I七豊許諾豊豊吉h諾tぎe
cheese.工t |ooks almost |ike an egg omele七When itls a|1 done・
Q. Tha七　WOuld be wha七?
A. Co七七age cheese●
Q. Boudin?
A. Yes. She is probab|y one of七he few people in七own who makes
boudin.
Q. You s七ill make boudin?
A. Oh ye轡.
Q. How do you go abou七making your boudin?
A. (Mrs. Albert) well, firs七Of a|l you have七o save七he b|ood, yOu
haVe七o strain七hat. I put sa|七and pepper in七ha七, then we add
SOme milk and sp|Ce.
Q. How much mi|k in re|a七ionship to the blood?
A. (耽'S. Alber七) one quar七Of mi|k to a gal|on of b|ood・
Q. So i七four七o one・皿ere-s a lo七more blood than milk・
A. (Mrs. Alber七)皿en you cook some pork' Pu七七ha七in a meat grinder・
Q. Some lean pork?
A. (Mr. Alber七) we add fa七七oo’ both・
(Mrs. Alber七) You mix七ha七in, yOu SPice i七good・七hen you・..
Q. 。o you boi工the milk and b|ood.toge七her?
Alber七) No.
Å|ber七) You pu七a||七his in the casing in raw form・ boi| it
七he cas|Pg.
s:宣l古詩も宇土f I'm going to freeze i七I don一七boil it’工jus七Pu七
away in:・草|a馬tic bags・ When I take i七Ou七,七hen工boil i七, O七her-
e i七Is dry sausa′ge●
Q. Do you have any problem when you七haw it ou七,七he mi|k and blood
SePera七ing or any七hing?
A. (附s. Alber七)討0.
Q. You boil it for a whi工e?
A. (聴s. Albert) You boil i七un七il i七COOks inside real good・ You use
???????? ‥?ュ… ?? ?ュ?
?
?
?
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a needle　七o prick i七　once in a whi|el and if b|ood doesnlt come
Out　七hat means i七一s cooked, yOu七ake i七　out’ l色t i七　cooI off and
Wha七ever you wan七　七O do wi七h it, fry it.
A・鮭.A豊畠工語u豊島七。 hav。 S。m。 m。r。 Pigs∴S。 W。 。an Sa,。
SOme mOre blood.
Q. Did your parents used七O have a garden, grOW mOS七　of七heir own
f○○d?
A. (Mr. A|ber七) oh yes.
Q. Would your mo七her ever mash carrots and tumips toge七her?
A. Yes.　Most of　七he kids didnI七　Care for七urnips but wi七h carro七S,
七hey would gob帆e　軸em down●　I　帆ink　工　stil|　dO　七ha七　七oday because
IIm one of七hose people who donl七Iove　七urnips tha七　much.　We
S七i|1 gl‘oW SOme.　She jus七loves　七hem, She would prefer a七urnip
龍.P諾謂nHiga藍h。. W。uld d。匹t Wit吊he kids wh。n七h。y
Were yOunger.　曹hey would ea‘七　七urn|PS if he mashed　七hem wi七h
POta七oes.　He didnl七　pu七　七oo much, bu七　enough so they wou|d
have the　七urn|PS.
Q. So he mashed　七urnips and pota七oes　七〇o, did you ever hear of any
Other combina七ions of vege七ables　|ike　七hat?　Did you ever do
any七hing special wi七h fiddleheads other七han jus七　ea七　七hem like
a regular Vege七able?
A・. Ⅳ0.
Q. Do you‘have a roo七　cellar?
A. (Mr. Albert) No, We,d like七o have one. We raise quite a garden
OurSelves.　We,re al|owed　七o use abou七　five acres and　七wo acres
Of it is garden every year.　So we raise quite a bi七, bu七　when
it comes　七o storage of cabbage, We donl七　have any p|ace　七o store
ニLt so we lo8e a |o七. I　|eft most of　七he crop in the garden las七
year.　We donl七　have a roo七　ce11ar, IはIike　七o have one.
Q. Do you remember when you were growing up, yOur ParentS mentiO11ing
a.ny ways of predic七ing the wea七her?
Å. (阻. Alber七)皿e only thing I七hink of七hat　七hey noticed was　七he
direction of　七he wind.1
(Mrs. A|ber七) No七　exac七|y, yOu know七hose七hings you see in七he
鮭.A豊結語請書言s。。七h。S。 i七,s bad w。ath。r 。。ming.
Q. I)id you ever hear in win七er crows fly sou七h?
Å. Te籍.　　　　　　　　　置　　　く
Q.皿6re,s a s七orm coming?
ー4う輸
A. (Mr. A|ber七) No. If crows fly south we-re heading七owards win七er.
Q. There-s an old Canadian fo|k七ale tha七if crows are f|ying south,
七here's a big s七orm behind七hem'　We11? Win七er・
A. (Mr. Alber七) Yes, bu七七ha七一s seasonal・
Q. Are七here any par七icu|ar folk medicines七ha七youIve heard of?　　’
冊ings in七he woods七ha七七hey wou|d get for cer七ain七hings?
A. (聴s. Alber七) No,工章m七rying七o七hink of wha七my mo七her wou|d use・
(Mr. A|ber七) My mo七her was a firm be|iever of creme du |ac・
Q. Wha七一s tha七?
A. I七一s kind of a seeded type of plan七　七ha七grows...
Q. Flax seed?
Å. F|ax seed probab|y・皿a七WaS a remedy七hat she used for七he kids
when we had a bad七emperature or SOme七hing like that・
Q. What would she do wi七h i七, make a七ea ou七　Of i七?
A.甘e昌.
(Mrs. Alber七) There was a kind of roo七七ha七my mo七her would use
when七hey had a high七empera七ure and I canlt remember wha七i七
Q. Did you ever hear of any one chewing on wi||ow branches? If you
had a headache or some七hing?
A. No.
(Mr. A|ber七) Ins七ead of chewing on snuff or七obacco they would
Chew on spruce gum.
Q. Bver any spring　七Onics　七hat you wou|d七ake?
Å・ (Mr・ Albert) we used七o.have an awfu| |o七of cod |iver oi| which
豊嵩器詰罵嵩三言d謹書豊器嵩謹工器言
a beau七ifu| day when七hey came ou七　with the p|astic cover for that
SO yOu COuld swallow i七　before you七as七ed i七・
(Mrs. Alber七) one thing工know,七hey didn't take us七o七he doc七or
as often as we　七ake our kids these days.
Q. Å　|ot of home cures for　七hings?
A. (Mrs. Alber七) we very se|dom wen七　七o a doc七or.
Q. Wha七WOu|d you do if you had an infec七ion? Was七here any七hing speciall
you would do?
A. (Mrs. Alber七) soak it in epsom salts.
(主　Diq you.. ever hear of anyone putting a p|eCe Of sal七pork on i七?
●
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A. Yes.
Mrs. Alber七) Yes, tha七,s ano七her one, Or if you s七ep on a nail.
M±.. Albert) used a lot of creolin七OO.
Q. Wha七Is‘七ha七?
A. (阻.,Albert) Kind of a disenfectan七, Very POten七. In fac七, it's
recommended on　七he bo七tle not　七b use i七　for tha七　purpose, bu七　We
used it anyway●　工　can remember tha七　as a growing boy工　WaS always
doing somethingタI was either stepping on a nail or pushing a fork
七hrough my foot or cut my hands.　How I s七i11 have a|1 of my fingers
and　七humbs　工　donlt know, but I still have some marking. I have
a gash righ七here　七ha七●I did when I was∴SeVen yearS Old, I almos七
Cut my thumb righ七　off.　Tha七　was never∴SeWn, i七　fes七ered I donl七
know how many times.
Q. How did you do that?
Å. I was working on a piece of lea七her for a hamess and there∴WaS
a small rivet on　七he inside of it, I didnI七　see i七, Of course　工
WaS Cu七七ing　七owards me and as I cu七i七　Slipped in tha七　r|Ve七,
I just gashed myself.　On　七his hand　|'ve go七　a sore right here
七hat I go七　when I go七　curious abou七　a washing machine and　七he
Wringer.　My hand went righ●t S七raigb:t through and s七opped here
a七　the elbow. I took　七he o七her hand and pu七i七　on reverse and
i七　came ou七.　冊en i七　came to this join七i七　wouldn一七go any
fur七her so　工　had to pul| i七　Ou七, aS I pu11ed it ou七, I pu|1ed
all the skin right off.　That took　七he longes七　time to heal.
We didnl七　be|ieve in going　七o　七he doc七or.
Q. Were　七here any plan七S　七ha七　were used for anything like　七ha七?
A. No.　Epsom sal七S and creolin.
Q・ Do you know of anyone who could stop　七he bleeding?
A. (阻s. Alber七) Yes二
Q. Dj.d you ever have occasion　七o use it?
A. (附. Alber七) we一ve seen i七　done.
(阻s. Alber七) My mother does i七and my fa七her. My mo七her has
StOPPed quite a few from nose b|eeding.
(古　Did your father ever teach you how to do i七?
Å. (Mrs. Albert) No, neither has my mo七her, I never asked七hem either.
Q. Were　七here any o七her　七hings　七hey could do like　七ha七?　Can　七hey
StOP WOrmS　|n gardens?
A. (Mrs. A|ber七) My mo七her can s七op七he worms. I don'七know abOu七
my father.
Q. Do you know of any supersti七ions　ユ・ike maybe ea七ing pea soup on New
Years Day? , Did you ea七　pea sou寄　on New Yearls Day?
ー4う輸
藍.A豊島W講書霊嵩書誌。au早。七草。:s sti|1 some‾二一、　_」
缶詰葛d示s i七: They'1| cook pea soup for New Year's Day`
Q㌦Any oupers七itions七ha七Came down七hrough七he family?
A. (Mr. Albert) We were never a SuPerStitious family.
Q. Any par七icular Sain七S Days七ha七had to do with farming? There
was∴SOme七hing I've heard abou七七he Feas七of S七・ Pierre, yOu
wouldn'七Plan七un七il after the danger of fros七?
Å・濫A豊羅計器r豊di詰霊ru轟音請書盤嵩
have to wa七ch for is fros七because every七hing is∴Plan七ed.
Q. Any七hing abou七p|anting in a waxing moon and a waning moon? Wha七Is
the rule on　七ha七?
A. (Mr. A|ber七) when you're T)lan七ing any七hin宵七hat grows. under七he
groundl yOu P|an七in七he waning of the moon・ If you書re p|an七ing
昌Omething tha七grows above the ground・ i七書s in七he waxing of the
Q. When七he moon is increasing.
Which wou|d come firs七?
A. (Mr. Alber七answers in French) because七hey go in七he ground・
Q. So you wou|d do i七ear|y when七he moon waS Waning・
A.(阻. A|ber七) pota七oes are p|an七ed early・
(主。o you eVer P|ant in the fa工l?　　　　　　‘
A. I p|an七m王・ne eVery fa11・
Q. And you follow that m|eタP|ant in七he waning moon?
Å. Oh yes. (Mr. Alber七SPeaks French on七ape)・
Q..Now what wou|d you put in be七ween the moons?
A. You pick them upタ七ake七hem out of七he ground, and you.一Plant七hem
in the wan|ng mOOn●
Q. You take七hem ou七of the ground between七he moons’When七herels
no moon a七　al|.
A・ (Mrs・ Alber七) we s七i|1 do七ha七Wi七h our plan七S・ It doesnl七ma七七er
when you plan七七hem● bu七When you七ransplan七七hem, a Cer七ain七ime
of　七he moonl　七ha七Is when we do i七・
持.冊en would you七ransp|an七七heml On a neW mOOn?
青　　　　　　　　　　く
?
?
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A. (Mr. A|ber七) on a new moon, When七he moon s七ar七S七o grow.‘∴Toma七O
plan七S for instance, yOu Plan七七hose af七er a neW mOOn’because
the moon S七ar七S七o become bigger・ EL七after ful| moon is when the
moon starts七o wane aWay・ Toma七O Plan七S PrOduce above ground so
程持器量n葦yW諾彊七七盤嵩a |o七Of peop|e who don'七
Q. Wel|’七hose are things七ha七geもーhanded down through families'
so七here muS七be a good reason for it・
A.恒. A|ber七)皿ere muS七be something abou七i七・ We have always
been succeSSful gardeners・
Q. Was there ever a harves七mass arO甲d here?
A. (Mr. A|ber七) Yes…nO七in the recen七years・ 。ad was a|ways a
firm be|iever in七ha七. ・Every year he had a mass Said for the
Q. Would七here be a croSS On一一七he farm anywhere to he|p pro七ect七he
CrOpS?
Q. I)id your fa七her ever bring any seeds for七he garden七o the church
七o be blessed?
Q. Was七he crop eVer b|essed when it was put in’in any way?
A. Not　七o my know|edge・
Q. Was French spoken in your home?　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　.
A. Yes.
Q. Wa容French your firs七1a′nguage?
A.詩語三。器豊ew豊w藍嵩三豊三誌・読。y
were youngl real young● bu七as七hey s七ar七ed schoo|,七hey became
inf|uenced wi七h七he Eng|ish language●七hey JuSt forgo七abou七French・
My七WO O|dest ones have |eamed七o speak French・ Theylre having
a harder time because七hey haven章もSPOken i七righ七S七raig埴七hrough・
Q. Did七hey |eam i七in schoo|?
軸ey-re having a hard七ime doing i七・A・温帯b覇e豊i計豊su㌫七。 a bi七. She・s not t)aShful・
(聴. A|bert) of course, She・s taking French in col|ege.
Q. Wel|,七ha七一s wha七i七七akes’if you-re bashful' i七一s more diff王cu|七,
or if you ha七e七Q make a mistake・
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A. (Mr. Alb単‘七)"And ge七|aughed_辛七・
. Alber七) we have about七hree that speak it・
Alber七) I feel kind of bad|y abou七七h車上　bec叩s? it's’.PO七
good七ha七We haven'七triedl七heyIve kind of los七their heritage
in七hat respec七.工t's jus七|ike七he Swedish peop|e, a lo七of
the young folks donI七SPeak Swedish.
Q. Wha七WaS it like being旺ench in a town where there were a |o七
〇f Swedes?
A. I don一七know● I think probably for a |ong七ime we fe|七that we
Were looked down upon.
Q. 1)o you七hink you were |ooked down on?
Å・三豊≡i蒜講;r器諾器謹言難詰豊y
for七he French T)eOPle● I guess軸e壇ench雨d a壷y of ge七七ing
even七oo. E両as far as七he Swedish peop|e輔at were loca七ed
around o-1r areaタthat |ived on farmingタ七hey all g〇七along well
七〇ge七her.
Q. Do you七hink七ha七is∴S七i11七rue now? Do you find people ge七琉ng
a|ong a |o七be七七er七han七hey used七o?
A● Ohl yeS●　工七hink we一ve ou七|ived七hat七higma七hat' eXisted wi七h
differen七　nationali七ies.
Q. Wha七na七ionality do you consider yourse|f?
A. Ilm an American.
Q. Did ybur paren七S eVer七el| you七hat you were French’工mean did
七hey ever七el| you七ha七your ancestors were French and you shou|d
be proud of i七? Did they ever men七ion any七hing |ike that?
.A. 1丁o.
Q. Are七here any priests or nuns in your fami|y?
A. Nn.
仕. Wha七kind of games did you play when you were a Child?
A. The usua| chi|dhood games・ Marb|es was a good pas七七土・me When　工
謹書藍≡蒜嵩1≡三豊葦畿詩誌葦詰
七O P|ay softbal| and hardba||・工n this par七icular communi七y七here
was no七much e|se besides　七ha七I nO tennis cour七S Or SuCh.
Q. Did you used七o p|ay borreau?
A. Nr),工　donl七　know wha七　七ha七is.
ふ　　　　　　　　　　く
Q. I七一s a game you play wi七h checkers on七he reverse of a checker
boa:rd, i七Is a very differen七1ooking game.
浩
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A. (Mrs. Å1ber七) we had七ha七game a七home, my mO七her would七each us
how to playl We Played borreau for a while・ I canlt remember
how　七o p|ay now.
Q. Did anyone used to spin or weaYe in your family?
Å. (Mrs. Albert) My mo七her used to weave.
(古　Did she ever make l how do you pronounce i七? The
big b|ankets you make wi七h rags.
A. (Mrs. A|ber七) No, She never made七hose. She wouldn'七WeaVe, but
She wou|d sp|n.
甘. What about ce benom? did you ever play tha七　game?
A. (l腫., A|ber七)冊a七is i七?
乱　丁七一s parcheeseel i七l軍Played oTr a CrOSS∴shaped board where you
go up the sides of七he cross and if you ge七insideタ　yOu know
youlre　|n heaven.
A. (Mrs. Alber七) we never called i七tha七.
Q. Do you remember the name you gave it?
A. (Mrs. Å1bert) we jus七played七he game.珊e objec七was to get七o
heavenl bu七　工　donlt recall we gave i七　any name.
We leamed to play charlemagne very early・
Q. Wha七　do you call dame, is that checkers?
A. (Mr.、 Alber七) cards.
Q. Some people cal|　cheCkers dame・
A. (Mrs. Albert) That's wha七　工　caユ.l.i七　七oo.
Q. Bu七hear七s would be dame too, because in French the queen is
always dame.
Was the kitchen　七he mos七　used room in　七he house?
Å. (Mr. Å1ber七) Yes, it s七i|l is.
Q. Where you wou|d en七er七ain and every七hing?
A.了ligh七.
(主　What day was washday?
Å. (晒. Alber七) Monday was washday a七　our house.
(Mrs. Alber七) Hvery day.　Washday was　軌ree七imes a week, but i七Is
every day here.
(Mr・.Alber七)即at was quite a T)rOCedure, WaShday, When工was
grow|ng uP.　We didnlt have any hea七ing system as such,軸e wa七er
WaS hea七ed on　七he.s七ove in a boiler.　Because i七　was∴SuCh an
OPe:ra七ion, We didn'七　do any more washings than we fel七necessary.
岨e washer七ha七　was used書　軌e firs七　one　七hat I recall was a big
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drum made out of woodl hardwoodタ　and it七ook a gasoline engine to
operate tha七七hingl i七WaS a Cumbersome affair. You would have
to righ七it up in a cer七ain way so you could七ake七he cover off,
and rol| up the cIothes・ There was always a boiler on七he s七OVe
tha七had lye in i七SO yOu COuld whi七en七he white cIothes・
Q. Did your mo七her used七o make soap?
A. Yes.皿a七一s the way she did七he washing・工think in the beginning
she did all of i七by handl in a wash tub with a wash board・
Q. Did she used七o make soap more thまn once・a‘year?
A.冊enever we did some bu七Cheringl W土七h the　七a||ow・
Q. Did your fa軸er hunt?
A. (肘. Alber七) He was never a hu庇er, neVer a fisherman・
(主　He匹obab|y had enough七o do farming・
A. (Mr. Alber七) I七hink probably he had a fear of guns・
someone who visi七ed his home in (弛el.ette at One　七imeタ
There was
he had a
revo|ver. I don'七recall jus七how it wen七, but七he darn七hing
wen七off inside七he house, i七　義us七abou七SCared him half ou七of
his witsI SO he always had the greates七respec七for七hem, he
didn一七Wan七any七hing七O do wi七h七hem. In fac七I When he carried
the mail in Guere七七el he carried a 22 revo|ver under the sea七and
the bul|ets were never in the same place●　he never pu七a bul|e七
|n　七he gun.
‘主　Why did he fee| he had七o carry a revo|ver?
Å.工think probably i七WaS gOVemment issue書i七WaSnlt his own・
Q. Did your mo七her used七o ea七wi七h your fami|yl Or did she serve
七11e family and七hen ea七?
A. (Mr. Albert) we always∴Sat七oge七he|‘.
t主　What abou七　your mother?
Å. (冊s. Å|ber七) we a|ways a七e　七oge七her.
(主　Did you ski?
A. (晒. Albert) oh, yeS, I Iove七o ski.
C主　Did you have homemade skisタ　Or Skis七ha七you made yourself?
A. Nol七hese were all boughten skis・航s七of七hem were made by
S七adigsI the S七adig fami|y.
Q. So you had Swedish skis?
Å.甘e霞.　　　　　　　　　　書　　　　く
0. Wa吉　one shor七er　七han　七he other?
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Q. Some Swedish skisI One WaS Shorter七han the other・ I七WaS for
a good reason・
A. m.e skis　工had were七he same leng七h.
Q. 。id you used七o make your own七oys?
A● We|11工made a number of push car七S’Sleds.工always七ried七O
make a pIow for it to pIow through七he snow in七he win七er七ime・
Q. Did youl' fa七her used七o whi七七1e?
Å. Ⅳ0.
私, Make fumiture or any七hing like tha七?
Å. NO.皿e whi七tler in七he fami|y was∴Mum.
Q. Your mother used to whi七t|e? Wha七did she whi七七|e?
Å. She was the carpenter in七he fami|y・ She kep七七he七1'adi七ion of
七he family name●　Dad wou|dn't have been able七o saw woOd s七raigh七・
Q. How did your mother leam her carpentry’do you know?
A●　Wel|l all her bro七hers were carpen七ers.
Q. She used to help them?
A. Yes.
Q. Did she used七o make fumi七ure?
A. Ye篭.
Q. What kind of fumi七ure?
A. Most of the fumiture she made was storage i七ems’|ike a hope chest.・・・
Q.帆d she ever make a rocking chair?
人. NO.
(古, Did she make七hings in軸e七radi七ional way?
A.皿ey were very Simp|el nO fancy work・軸ey were solid・
Q. Tha七一s七radi七iona|.柵a・t kind of things would she carve or whi七七1e?
Å. Jus七Ii七tle pieces of wood・
机　She wou|d make |i.ttle t皿ngS and *|Ve軸em七o the kids?
A. No, nO, ju寧七　SOme七hin魯七o pass軸e time・
机She would just whi七七Ie七hem and七庇ow七hem away? She never used七O
う
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make any七hing, She wou|d just shave the wood?
A.皿at's righ七●　Å good reason for shaviT)g i七was七o s七art a fire・
You七aLke a piece of cedar and make small strips, Put七ha七in
七he stove and itls a good way七o s七ar七a fire.
Q. Did you ever know of any women who would smoke a pipe?
Å. (肥. Alber七)工七hink Mrs・ Jemette is the only woman who used七O
SmOke a pipe.
(主　Did she smoke a clay pipe?
A.甘e霊.
Q. Did she smoke i七in public or did she hi。e somewhere and smoke it?
A. She a|ways smoked it in her own home? neVer SmOked i・七in public.
(Mrs. Alber七) I knew one七oo. She w尋s my∴mCl-著書s∴mO七her. I’ve
known her、 Since I was a li七t|e girl un七il she diedl and every七ime
I saw her●　She was rocking and smoking her p|Pe.
(主　Wa奪i七　a li七tle c|ay∴T)|Pe　七oo?
A●　YesJ i七　WaS a Smaユー1 one・
畑. I)id i七　have a　ユーOng Stem?
A●　OhI it was abou七　七hat lon宵・
Q.・Ohっi七　WaS a li七t1e One.
she was　帆ind and she was smoking　七ha七　Pipe.
Alber七)批a七　WaS Pi七IJagaSSe-s mo七her?
A講評Y言霊。。, She's r。Ia七。d七。七h。 I.agass。S七。。. We'r。
轟s誓詰轟h謹hまir。。tly. Th。S。七ha七I'm r。1at。d七。タ工think
was a cousin to his mo七her or some七hing　|ike　七ha七.
(Mr. A|ber七) pi七I.agasse's fa七her was brother七o my Grandfa七her
五agasse.
出　陣窮there ever anyone aromd　両o the Fl‘eTICh∴used to cal| IISemrIl?
Å.職o.
Q.冊at about S七. David, WaS　軸ere anyone they used to ca||　Semr?
Senor would be　七he Lord. I七　WOu|d be someone who wou|d be very
well off or some七hing |ike tha.t.軸a七やradi七ion must have been
宵one by then.
Å. (Mrs. Å|ber七)工一ve never heard of it.
串. used　七o be secre七ary for Mr. Thomas in New
Sweden and she used to call him　軸e Senor.　Did you ever hear
anyone around he撃e Cal|　him Senor?
人.附o.
??????
? ?? ?????」?
?
??
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’Q.工n Van Buren there was a|ways∴a∴Senor. Senor Hamlin and七ha七　type
Of　七hing.
軸e French　七hat was∴SPOken around herel WaS　軸a七　七he same　七ha七　was
SPOken in Van Buren and For七　Ken七?
A. (胸. Albert) well, yeS, i七章‾s probably a jargon of French, i七一s a
●　mlx七ure.
Q.皿e l)eOPle that came from Van Butenl COuld you七ell七hey were from. Van Buren by七he way they spoke?
A. I donIt know if you could tell if七hey were from Van Burenl bu七
you could　七e11 they were not from七his area.
Q. The French here was a li七tle moie English mixed wi七h i七than in
O七her areas?
A●　The people in Madawaska speak a be七ter q一ユali.ty of拒ench because
輔ey don-t have a tendency of in七er而-堰li噂　r壇lis’h∴words'Or
dia|ec七霜　Wi七h it●　工　guess　七ha七　王・S aiso　七rue in Van Buren・ I
remember going to a shop in Van Buren a七　SPeCial　七imes of the
year for c1O七hing and七here was a dis七inc七　difference between
that French.
Q. †Iow did you ge七　to Van Buren?　Did you take　七hat road　七hat goes
by　七he sch○○1?
A. Ou七　七hrough Connor.
Q. Tha七　was qui七e a　七rip　七hen.
A. Yes’ i七　was.
弔. ‾J〕id you ever hear of any highway robbers on　七hat road?
A. No.
Q. |Ⅲat was qui七e a whi|e before your　七ime.　There used to be a long
七ime ag0.
Is∴七here any七hing you would like ’to add　七hat wc have neglected?
A. T　'think the reference yol】 madc t。 my edu揮・七ion,丁一ve been invnlved
手醤　a teaCher a丁l(う言持洞i引巨lut T)ri†lC十回l (‘(.)r・白「冊’両r?r nr ycarr3.　"nce
We gradua七ed.出工　say we because my wife s.tudied rjght along　両th
「一一e When I was goin留　七o school●いShe WaSnI七going　七o co]工ege and she
WaSnl七　receivin宮　credi七書　but she helT)ed me prepare for my exams
aユ・Ong Wi七h worki晒On tWO Or three odds and endS in order七o make
a旺ving. I managed七o ob七ain a 4.O avera宵e w†¥i]・e I was in co]-lege・
工　s七ar七ed out teaching in,もimes七one,柚a七　was∴my first job in　七each-
ing●　Then we moved back七c).Stoc軸olm. We moved to S七ockholm in
1960　af七er I gradua七ed.　工　became a T)rinci口al and　七eacher of the
nine七h grade for two yearsl then　七hey discon七i皿ed the high school・
工　●became　七eacher of the seventh and eigh七h grades and　|　was here
for seven years　七o七a|.　For five years of　七hose seven years I was
also town manager’七ax co|1ector, agen七タ　0VerSeer Of　七he poor.
工　worked on construc七ion during　七he summer mon七hs‘in addi七i.on to
tha七. Jn 1968 I moved七o Caribou and I-ve been empIoyed by刷e
Ca士ibou SchooI Departmen七　ever since●　For four years I was a
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七eacher of physics and chemis七ry and then七hey wanted me in七he
office as assistan七pr‘incipal so　工章ve been assistant princit)al
since |972 a七the Junior胱gh.工t used七o be七he old high school
building.
End
